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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

Nealley;

m.

Roxbury, Mass., is

Mrs. Charles C. Knowlton toft last Friday for her home in Hartford, Conn., for
the winter.

Capt. Whitney B. Lowe and wife, of
Isle, are the guests of Mrs. Lowe’s

Deer

sister, Mrs. B. T. Bowie.
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at
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over
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give a dime social Thursday
Refreshments will be
evening, Nov. 21.
Gibbs, of Livermore Falls, has
been visiting his uncle, Dr. C. H. Gibbs.
Thursday evening Mrs. Gibbs entertained
John

|

assortment of

C. Haines has

Kidneys

»ng an accumulation of poisonous waste
matter.
Assist the kidneys in their work,
strengthen them and enable them to perform their duty without weakening,
f ailure to do
this will reault in deposits
°.f poisonous waste material, the circulation becomes
clogged and the syrtem is

•lowly poisoned.

Bangor,

Brockton, Mass.,
They will

their home here at
homestead on Bridge hill.

Thomas

the

Nyal’s

strengthens the kidneys, cleanses
blood of all impurities, opens up the

the
cirfrom be-

culation and prevents the disease
coming chronic.
We personally recommend this preparation.
cents and one dollar the bottle.
£»fty
Whatever a good drug store ought to
have—and many things that other drug
•tores don’t keep—you'll find here. Come
lo U8 first and
you’ll get what you want.

George

can save a

little at

a

Gaynor and wife and Miss Mary
A. Gaynor attended the funeral of Mrs.
Michael Gaynor in Attleboro, Mass., last
Wedqesday, returning home Thursday.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church will have an all-day session at the
home of Mrs. N. A. Kiaer on Friday,
Nov. 22. A good attendance is desired.
msrketmen say that your
Thanksgiving turkey this year, if an
Aroostook, or “native” bird will cost you
Western birds
35 to 40 cents a pound.
Ellsworth

J. W. class had a saccussful supper
at the Methodist church on Nov. 6, and
raised enough to finish its subscription for
the

time.

matter of

success

is

simply

Temptation
spend.

Improved,

The union Thanksgiving service will be
church
the
at
Congregational
held
Thanksgiving evening at 7.30. Rev. O. J.
Guptill, of Ellsworth Falls, will deliver
the sermon. The pastors of the other
churches will assist in the service. Full

Hancock Co. Savings
—Bank=
Main®

details of the service will

Commenced Business
May 1, 1873.

ALSO

DEALERS IN

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
STATE STREET,

ELLSWORTH. MR

next

meeting has been called to assemble
vestry of the Methodist church
next Friday evening at 8.15 to discuss the

The Season of

advisability
tion

upon

organizing

of

the

basis

a

civic associa-

so

successfully

other communities.
of three from each local

adopted

in

represent

each

A

com-

church is

parish.

Ellsworth learned with regret
of the death of Clayton M. Ward on Saturday, at his home in Portland. Mr. Ward
Friends in

ia here and the Big, Beautiful
Blooms have unfolded their
petals just on time.

years, 1909 to ’ll, principal of
the Ellsworth high school. He was a native of Cherry field, and a graduate of
Colby. He was elected sub-master of the
South Portland high school last summer,
for two

was

There are pink and yellow
and white ones all ready for
you to admire and enjoy. They
are waiting your order at the

but

resigned

Telephone

43.

this fall because of ill health.

scarlet fever
past week, but
investigation bj the board of health has
proven them without foundation. The
Several false

cases

Ellsworth

of

Brewer,

has

days, the guest of Mrs.

Martha Withara and family.
give an entertainment and social in the vestry Wednesday
evening, to which all are invited.
The

study

club will

Clarence Garland, wife and child, of Bar

Harbor, who have
days, returned
Several members of

class

w'ent to

visiting
Monday.

been
home

banquet,

noon

on

class to attend

which

was

served in

o’clock.

They thoroughly enjoyed the event, and highly appreciate the generous hospitality accorded
the

evening

at 7

them.
The work of

removing

stealing

a cow

Greenhouse

only
^

I

rumors

of

new

have been current the

new

cases

are

under quarantine.

in

houses

There

are

into place
Sunday by
been

the

new

Warden Shea found tracks of a wagon in
yard, ana followed them east on the

Hancock road

here for

up

seven

cemetery, into the

around

one

of

the

AX

Alley’s Market
Sirloin Steak,
Top Round Steak,

native LAMB, Sr"*:- :it
Hamburg Steak,

the

yard of
Junction.
Here

(new pack), .13
Sugar-cured Bacon,
whole, .18; sliced, .22

Try Our Tudor Coffee.
Telephone

again, continuing east to
David Lovell at Washington

Warden

Shea

found

a

.15

Pink Salmon

and out

avenues

.30
.27

118.

newly-

wagon on which some blood
and moose hairs still remained, a rubber
blanket, or carriage boot, on which there
was fresh blood, moose hair and blood on
the ground, and other indications that
convinced him he was on the right track.
Warden Shea has been quietly working
on the case since, and eventually swore
out a warrant for Lovell and Graves.
The respondents were represented in
court
this morning by D. E. Hurley.
George B. Stuart appeared for the State.
There is quite an array of witnesses on
each side, and when court took a recess at
12.30, Warden Shea’s testimony, in substance as told above, had just been comwashed

pleted.

The trial was resumed at 1.30, and was
not finished when The American went
to Dress.

The office of

0. W. Tapley, Real Estate
and Insurance
has been moved from the First

National Bank

Building

lust Across Main St.,
to the

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Miss Ruth Maddocks is visiting at Bar
Harbor.

Tapley Building.

Mrs. Maragert Wasgatt, of Surry, is the
guest of Mrs. Maria L. Gray.
Mrs. Harry Johnson, of Bangor, visited
her grandmother, Mrs. A. F. Nason, last
week.
Wallace McGown and
day at their home here.
Otter Creek this winter.

wife

They

spent Sunwill live at

COMING EVENTS.

done last

was

crew

ELLSWORTH.

which has

time

assembling the
new parts and making ready.
Preparations are now being made for removing the
middle span and putting on the new one,
which has already arrived.
some

to the

cemetery and

Saturday Special

the two end-sec-

ones

the railroad

hindquarters
temporarily stored there

therefrom the

moose

his

tions of the railroad bridge and moving

Thursday, Nov. 21, at Methodist vestry
—Dime social by G. of H. class.
Tuesday evening, Nov. 26, at Nicolin
hall, North Ellsworth—Dance and

grange

supper.

Tuesday evening, Dec. 3,

klTHK CHURCH
Mrs.

FAIR.”

Hastings’ Sunday

at Hancock
Entertainment under auspices of
young men’s committee of the Congregational church.
hall

school class wil

present the play, “The Church Fair,” in
the vestry Thursday evening.
Following
is the cast of characters:

president,

—

Saturday evening, Jan. 4, at Hancock
ball—Rogers & Greelyy> musical entertainers.

Mrs Austin
Mrs Henry, young and giddy. Miss Hamilton
Mrs Jackson, tbe President.Mrs Cochrane
Mrs Brett, Of the dinner committee,
Mrs Jellison
Mrs Lewis, the minister's wife,
Mrs Whitcomb
Mrs Lawson, plump.Miss Joy
Mrs Brown, anxious to get new church attendants.Mrs Cottle
Mrs Addison, very inquisitive.Miss Gerry
Mrs Ridgely, sensitive. Mrs Haney
Mrs Otis, on tbe dinner committee,
Mrs Jordan
Mrs Thompson, decidedly close,
Mrs Lymburner
Mrs Drew, just married.Miss Milliken

First

course.

•

entertainment

Tickets for

worth food fair.

[

Conary and wife, who have
April, have

in Ellsworth since

moved back here.

Percy Guptill and Vasco Carter, who
have been employed at the Witham mill,
Orland Falls, are home for a short stay.
W.

Carter

went

teach.

MUSIC furnished

for

all occasiont.

PRIAVTE LESSONS in Round Dacies.
INSTRUCTION ON VIOLIN and CORNL'T.
Write for terms.
C.

£.

Monaghan, Ellsworth. Me.

to

East

1

jI
>■

<

»

and wife.

James

course

SALE OF CARRIAGES

Venesia Gaspar and Bon, of Surry, were
week-end guests of George M. Cunningham

Mrs.

Monaghan’s ORCHESTRA

AbbrrUBtmtntB.

I. Cunningham, of Bluehill, is
visiting her parents, James W. Carter and
wife.

living

Lyceum

of five ‘enter-

tickets
tainments, |2.
is in charge of Miss Annie E. Gray.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, at Hancock hall—Ells-

Rubie

Austin O.

in

On Sale by
J. A. THOMPSON, Ellsworth.

and Other 5tock.

Mrs. James Grindle, who has been ill of
tonsilitis, is out.
The little son of James Grindle has been
ill of mumps.

been

course

The sale of

WK8T KLLSWORTH.

Hampden last week to visit her granddaughter, Mrs. Claude King. Mrs. King
left
last Monday for Dover, where she will
previously

now

place

by Game-Warden Michael Shea.
On Sunday, Oct. 27, a cow* moose killed
by Herman J. Scammon, was taken by
Game-Warden Shea for disposition by the
State. Warden Shea left the carcass in his
barn Sunday night. Monday morning
The barn
the hindquarters were missing.
had been forced by drawing a staple.

here

the Hartshorn bible

Bangor Thursday

invitation of the Danforth

A

to

oo

given

be

in the

to Loan

Productive Real Estate;

Higgins,

of

week.

mittee

Collateral and Commercial Paper

Elmer Higgins left Thursday for Springwhere he has work in a shoe factory.

vale,

been here several

and

and

FALLS.

Mrs Roberts, who wants to be

day closes the home mission week.

Ellsworth, Me.

os

Mrs.
com-

pastor will be: “The Church and Socialism.”
Sunday the sermon topics are:
Morning, “America for Christ;” evening,
“Is Religion Worth While?” Next Sun-

A. Parcher

Money

account.

the chairman of the

was

a

Next Friday at 7.30 the topic discussed,
at the Methodist prayer service, by the

sticking to your sav-

Ellsworth,

with

mittee.

ing plan—making your
Character stronger than
any

bank

the

for

balance
a

recently installed,

furnace

new

Stinson

_

The

Jordan

Financial

play-

its annual

F. M.

§

Geneva

several

his wife here last week.

make

Everybody
to

Stoneroot Compound

«

cuit, which includes Belfast,
Rockland and Ellsworth.

will cost about 5 cents less.

The kidney* should receive careful and
constant attention.
They are working
constantly and demand it. Night and
day they are filtering the blood, prevent-

of

in Belfast this
fair cir-

C. M. Holloway, of

I

ELLSWORTH

been

week in the interests of the food

joined

TABLES, Round Pedestal, $9.50 to $45
H. C. AUSTIN & CO.,

nephew'.

in honor of her

dining-room S
§
Thanksgiving, especially in

Need Care

|

Mrs. Charles

served.

Store”

Doyle,

Winifred

Annie Treworgy. The E. M. C. orchestra
furnished the music between the acts, and
also for the dai.ee which followed the

Methodist

the

church will

Ellsworth, Me.

Furniture Dealer*, Funeral Directors,

H. class of

Others

it well.

Brady, Edmund Chapman,
Eben Whitcomb, Wesley Moore, Eulalie
Finn, Aiice Clough, Marcia
Bellatty,

ELLSWORTH

The O. of
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furniture for

regular meeting

impersonated

did

of whom did well—

1,400,000

in our hands.
you may
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
sound banking.

amuse-

Edmund

! were

school.

Roy

good

who look

of the

day school convention at Bar Harbor as a
delegate from the Ellsworth Sunday

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

e*tra

a

Kizer is attending the Sun-

Mrs. N. A

Ohas. C. Burrill & Son,

an

be

woman’s relief corps to-morrow evening,
All members are requested to be present.

ALSO insure your premises against FIRE. We represent
the laigeat and strongest companies in the world.
Call and tee us if contemplating any kind of insurance; we have it.

We (lave

will

Briggs” and
part—all

“Mrs.

interesting

end of

no

Estey

Florence

ment.

daughter in New Hampshire.

There

abounds in

situations, and created

are

and

son

We on

Quality

participants,
The play

credit.

Rock-

of

Irving Osgood and wife have returned
from a visit of several weeks with their

It will coat you little mid you avoid the embarrassment of asking a friend
to aigu aucb bonds and vou escape the obligation to him that his signing would place you under.

“The

is

at Hancock hall

two weeks.

wife,

as

75.000
100,000

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
service—these four form the foundation upon which this bank
we guarantee to you in connection with any

been erected. These four
Eainstaking
and all business which

Ells-

play postponed

reason

visiting Mrs. Lawrence’s parJustice Arno VV. King and wife.

land,
ents,

not submit a PROPOSAL for carrying the mail on a Star Route?
We hare the proper application blanks ami will, FREE OF CHARGE,
assist you in fllintr same with the government.
WE CAN FURNISH THE NECESSARY BONDS with a Guaranty
Company, of unquestioned strength, as surety.

....

born in

was

their ! Poultry Yard”, presented
last Friday evening by the senior class of
with
the high school, the hall being perhaps a
this
winter.
L.
their son, F.
Mason,
third full. The performance was well preF. L. Mason is getting about again, after sented, and Mrs. L. F. Giles, who coached
a severe attack of grip, which has confined
is entitled to much
the

Carrying U. S. Mail

>t„

Mr. McIntosh

his

before

weeks

C. W. Mason and wife have closed
house on Oak street, and will live

Qlenn A. Lawrence and

]<>

two

for ever so good a
apt to lose patronage, and this is
what happened to “Mrs. Briggs of the
A

UJV*

»w

for members at 6.

Supper

him to the house for

Why

UIB5H

Congregational chapel.

usual at the

Veazie, where he had been

about

The Three B. class of young people conwith the Baptist church enjoyed a
social at the parsonage last Wednesday
evening. In spite of the storm, there was
a good number present and the evening
Refreshments
passed very pleasantly.
STOLEN MOOSE MEAT.
were served by the committee in charge,
the
consisting of
pastor, Mrs. Killam and Two Men Charged With Stealing
A feature of the
Miss Nellie Abbott.
Cow Moose from Warden’s Barn.
were
selections on the phonoDavid Lovell and Arthur Graves, of
gathering
graph specially loaned by Mrs. C. I. Washington Junction, are on trial before
Staples pnd operated by her. The plans Judge Hall in the Ellsworth municipal
for next month’s social are not yet an- court, charged with breaking and enternounced,
ing the Shea barn on the Hancock road,

guest of her parents, Josiah Tinker

row as

ASSETS.

nected

and wife.

—'Salting away” what you can spare from time to
time—is your surest way to acquire a competency.
We have a simple and safe method whereby you
can send us your savings by mail and let ns keep
them safe for you. We also pay liberal interest
I on all savings deposits. Write for particulars.

10.30.

—

until that
a m; closes

The supper announced for this evening
Baptist vestry has been postponed.

“Laying By” Dollars

served at

lOrtiP'O

.....#
CAPITAL,
SURPLUS anil PROFITS,
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

was

supper

forty-two years ago. He leaves a
widow, two brothers—Joseph and George,
Mrs.
of Ellsworth, and three sisters
Charles Farrell, of California; Mrs. John
Campbell, of Ellsworth, and Miss Susan
McIntosh, of Bar Harbor. The funeral
was held at the home Saturday, Rev. K. B.
Mathews officiating.

at the

of

old-fashioned

worth

Mrs. L. M. Smith toft Sunday tor Virginia to visit her parents.

Meeck,

An

death.

m.

hour before mail closes.

Mrs. 8. K.

casion.

working,

Registered mail should be at postofflce half

the

OF ELLSWORTH.

the second

home ill from

MAIL CLOSB8 AT POSTOPP1CB

an

first prizes

Holmes and Bernice Eldridge. The decorations were appropriate for the oc-

4

No Sunday mail after Nov 24;
date mail arrives from west at 8.11
for west at 4.20 p m.

grab-bag,

a

by Josephine Higgins and Helen
prizes by Margaret

were won

effect Sept. 30, 1912.

Going West—10JO, 11.80r m; 5.16,9 p
Going East—6.45 a m: 8.46, 6 pm.

twenty young people. Costumes
were worn, and old-fashioned

games were played. There was
with appropriate favors. The

MAILS BBCB1VBD.

Open daily 9 to 4; Sat 9 to 1

nallowe’en
Tracy to

a

Miss Florence

James McIntosh died at his home on
Grant street last Thursday, after a short
illness of typhoid fevers He returned

From Wbst— 7.18 a m; 4.14, 6.26 p m.
From East—11.06,11.67 R m; 6.47,10J2 p

jirtticnunts.

and masks

8CHEDULE OF MAILS

for $3 per year and upwards.

given by

was

about

AT KLLSWORTH portohficb.

In

fci

cases.

has been

Tuesday of last week

party

*•

I

23 Main St

On

William G Greene—Sheriff's sale.
D Wellington
Torrey—Sheriff’s sale.
Exect notice—Est of Andrew J Harrinaan.
C C burri 11—Tenement for rent.
Reliable Clothing Co—Cut price sale.
Mrs J T Giles -Sideboard, etc., for sale.
J A Thompson—Red Crons Christmas seals.
Harry C Austin * Co—Quality store.
Walter W West—Notices of foreclosure.
Admr notice—Est of Josiah G Bunker.
—Est of Isaac W Blaisdell.
—Est of Ephraim E Pendleton.
Exect notice—Est of Gideon L Joy.
—Est of Martha J Coolidge.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.

WE RENT

and ten

raised on two houses,
those of the Partridge and Barron families.

NEW ADVKKTI3BMKNT8 THIS WEEK.

Depository of the State of
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
of Ellsworth's
thirds
two
Merchants

quarantine,

houses under

Quarantine

To settle the estate of the late Henry E. Davis the entire
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfactory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished
and second-hand carriages, Surreys, Bangor ftuggies, Runabouts,
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Buckboards, single and twoseat Express wagons, Concord wagons, 1 natural wood Chancellor, 1 4 horse ftrake with 3 Horse Pole and whiffletrees and 2
Horse Pole and Whiffletrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
partly finished Humbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
The carriages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Sleighs, single and double Pnngs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
heavy and light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
blankets, whips, fur robes and coats, single, double and team
harness.

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.
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citiren vhoM upright and every day life was
standard for rmolatlo* hy his fellows.
Reso/rvd, That we tenderly sympathise
with those who were bound to our departed
brother by the nearest and dearest ties, and
devontly commend them to the keeping of
Him who looks with pitying eye upon them

3mong tl}r &rangtr».

Benefit ttoinmn

mutual

»T “AUIIT

|£L>IYK1>

(t* Motto:

For the Week
Begmmng Nov. 24. 1912.

Prayer Meeting Topic

XIL
\Uiuee
The
Christian
Topic.
Thanksgiving
Gratitude.—Pe cxlvii, l-.u
d.irrmaa
Rev
day meeting ! Edited by
H. Doyle. I > D
Gratitude is one of tin* most invintiWhat
ful of all ihe Obristi-u graces
is more becoming thuu a pro|w*r expression of appreciation of benefits
that have been received, whether from
—

many

reasons ior

'topefvi.”

|

_RESTORED

Husband Declared Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Would Restore Her Health,
And It Did.

communications,and Ussuceess lepeod* srgely
v*a iHe support given u In this respect. Communications must be signed, but me *»«« of
writer will not be pc must •goeptoj peco-issoCommunications wlil bw »u>i}u« to *pprovalor
reject on by the editor of the column, but jooe
1Ires*
e
*l res —•<«
vii '*e r1"*'. -»e<.'1 jrHbo
all communications to
T«! Agnuftr.
Ellsworth, Me.
>

Ashland. Ky.

—

seemed to have

Four years ago I
the matter
with me. I had fe-

everything

,—-,

maieand

PHILOSOPHY OF UFB-

hsve lifted

The stone you might
Out of s brother’s wsy;
The bit of beartsome counsel
You were hurried too much to say;
The loving touch of the hand, dear,
The gentle, winning tone,
Which you have no time or thought for
With troubles of your own.

For national blessings today
to God.
Read What Another Woman Hays:
we may well be grateful unto Him.
Camden, N. J. “I had female trouWhat nation ha* He more abundantly
ble and a serious displacement and was
blessed In the past year than oar own?
tired and discouraged and unable to do my
We enjoy peace and prosperity nnexFor life is all too short, dear,
work. My doctors told me I never could
celled In the history of the world. We
And £>rrow is all too great
be cured without an operation, but
To suffer our slow compassion
hare had abundant crops. Industrial
too
That
tarries
until
late;
thanks to Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable
prosperity, national and International
And
it
isn’t
the
thing
do,
dear,
you
Compound I am cured of that affliction
peace. What more as a nation could
It's the thing you leave undone
and have recommended it to more than
The
we ask from the God of nations?
W’hich gives you a bit of heartache
one of my friends with the best results.
blessing of God has been poured out
At the setting of the sun.
—Mrs. Ella Johnston, 324 Vine SL
upon His church in our land. There
—Jfrs. 8angBter.
has been no great spiritual revival, yet
If you want special advice write to
Sent bp Id-yra.
steady and sure progress has been
Ljdia E. Piukham Medicine Co.
made. The great Christian denomina- Dear M. B. Friendm:
dential) I van, Mass. Your letter w»lJ
I am Bure no one in the world ever had j be
tions have more than held their own.
opened, read and answered 1»>
Snch great causes as temperance and so many good and faitbfnl nieces. Their ! woman and held im strict contid*
social and political righteousness hare letters written in different places and
been advanced. Souls have been saved touching on so many different subjects attend school, studying for Episcopal rectors.
and saints built up and comforted In make the column intensely interesting, They spent much time reading their prayer
their most holy faith.
All are bless- and let me sr.ggest none of you keep silent book and “Life”. My next seat-mate was a
ings come from God, and we should because of the generous help we have been Rev. Father-bound to some place in Oklahoma. These were my only close friends.
not only feel grateful, but express our enjoying of late. Write that thought
!
On reaching Kansas City, I stopped off and
gratitude. For the blessings of home right out that had come to you when you took the M. K. A T.—in western
slang, "The
and individual life we bare reason for were reading spme of these letters, and
Katy"—and went south 110 miles to lola.
send it for the benefit of all.
unto
God.
thanksgiving
where I spent a week with my brother Tin
There are various ways of expressand nephew Lute, whom many will rememDear Aunt Madge:
ber.
to
God.
of
First
It
ing gratitude
all.
I have been meaning to write to the column
Kansas is an immense state and everything
should really be felt In the heart By for some
time, but couid not seem to find any- is done on such a
large scale. An interesting
meditating upon the character and the thing interesting to say, so won’t wait any letter
could be written on gas, cement, hay
goodness of God we should be filled longer. I am very comfortable and contented and
but
I’ve
not the time or space.
hogs,
with a feeling of gratitude toward here in the city with my daughter, and we are
On leaving Kansas, we lost the beauty of
Him. True gratitude must always be- all well at this time and hope this will find all foliage, and toon, too soon, we came
upon
a level stretch of miles on mile*,
gin In the heart But It should not the M. B. sisters the same.
sand, sand
little granddaughter goes to kindergar- 1
My
no
of
end there. It should also be expressed
sign
vegetation. The sand is never still
ten school, and to-day I visited it.
It is very —a
gust of desert wind, piles it like drifts of
In words and In deeds.
In private
interesting to see the children in their work, snow. The prevailing wind is from the west,
and In public worship we should de- i don’t know as
ybu will be interested in this, aud when a fierce gale comes, this sand is like
voutly thank our God for a" His bene- but will write it for those vrho don't know a
blustering snowstorm. As we leave the
fits. But above all we should express anything about this work.
sand, we see, as far as eye can reach, a
There are a number of these schools in the
our gratiude In deeds.
Has God been
thinly-covered plain, mostly sage brush and
Hind to us, let us In His name be kind city. This one has thirty-five little ones j cactus.
in ages from three to sir. They have
This sage-brush is a shrubby species of the
to others.
Has He helped us In tile ranging
a nice, light
room and small tables and low
aster family.
The cactus is truly an Ameritime of need, let us In His name help
chairs. Tbey all march in and out to music, can citizen and will
be fully naturalized,
others in their hour of need. Has He and
they learn simple songs and pieces, draw when Burbank has completed his task. Here
forgiven ns. let us forgive. In every and cut out pictures, and model in clay and and there
appear clumps of grease-wood, a
act let us show Increased considerado lots of other things too numerous to men- stunted
shrub, fouDd on all the alkaline
tion and devotion to Him and to His tion here.
This
contains a small per cent, of
plains.
The school begins at 8.80 and closes at 11.30. oil, and when
cause.
The best “thanksgiving Is
dried, burns with great heat.
to
a
nice
leave
little
is
ones
It
place
part of Later we see a few small trees—the
thanksgiving."
mesqnit.
the day, as the teachers are deeply interested
belonging to the bean family. The larger and
I——in their work. The children are taught to better known is the
honey mesquit, yielding
wait on themselves and to be neat and tidy, sweetish
pods, much used for cattle fodder.
BIBLE READINGS.
and polite to each other and also to thtir
we cross a river.
A river here
Occasionally
Gen. iv. 3-8: Ex. xv, 1-18; Pt.
teachers. When it is warm and pleasant the does not
always indicate water. Even the
1-3; xev.
xcii,
1-11; c.
1-5; ! teachers take them out for a walk. All have Arkansas is more like
Benjamin's river,
a simple lunch during the session—a cracker
i cxvii. 12-19; cxxii 6-9; Gal. vi.
when the tide is out. For miles the train
or cooky and a cap of water; sometimes a little
10; Eph. v. 15-21; Col. L 12-19;
runs between high mountains, fsr in the dissandwich.
Rev. v, 8-14/
tance.
At times our imagination leads us to
—

~

—

>
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■
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Saturday, Dec. 7- Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with New Century grange, Dedham.

KIJJS WORTH

_

retail

OoBntr*
Bn »vr.

Creamery per a.-...
»**<*
Dairy.
F»esh laid, per dox.

Fowl.18*30

Chickens ..20*22
Hay
Best loose, per ton.
14*16

Baled.18*30

Straw.

Loose.10*12
Baled.

pk,
Parsnips, a.
Potatoes,

25

Celery,

following

uu

00*7 m
M
1 to
1 to

solo,
read-

"Shoo now." they cry. ‘lor
we‘8 be but lour."

Feed.
w

rthorts—bag

\

MlddiiDgs.bg

!
1

Mi* feed, bag

60§l

M

Main
65*2 00

LAW aBOARDIBO WHO RTS AMt> tUAiriM.
A buahei of
Liverpool aalt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt
•hall weigh 70
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds, of spntes. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;

decided to

Piano

«oon

THEY ARE GOING FAST.

So Arc the Toys. Buy
Those Christmas

|

pounds.

Things Today

of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas.
pounds; of corn. 56 pound*, of onions. 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngfish turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50pounds; of parsnips. «5pounds;
of
barley and buckwheat, 68 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even^measurc as by agreement.
6o

KITTRKY TO CARIBOU.

I

Major General Henry Clay Merriam, U.

Louisa Moore;
recitation. Claude
Kicbardson; piano solo, Alice McGown;
Sarah
recitation,
Maddocks; reading, lecturer.
Tbe program closed with each
member telling of some special thing for
which he or she was thankful.
a

Grain and

Fire little Santa Game* knocking
on your doott

W
25
15
SO

qt,
Smelts.V
Scallop*, qt,

rvi—

6

ing,

The grange will have
ball and supper Nov. 26.

14
15

over-

overseer;

program;

pri

Cora. 100*. bag
Coro me*l.bag
Cracked corn.

The third and fourth de-

JBurrill; reading,

15

25

Lard.

50
08

Flour.

grees were conferred on three, followed by
a harvest supper.
The lecturer presented
Marcia

22

24*25

15*35

Haddock.

NIOOLJX, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolin grange met Nov. 16; forty-five
ODe proposal for membership
present.

tbe

0*

1 15
12

Fresh wish.
80 Cod.
14*20 Clams,

Halibut.

invite former members to tbe meeting
Nov. 26.
Practice work was continued,
and a short program carried out.

received.

15*18

Oysters, qt,

264.

W

Gran meal. b
OU—per gal—
Linseed.
Keroeece.

Meats and Provisions.
Pork. b:
3**45
Chop.
80 * 30
Ham. per b
Shoulder.
10*16
Bacon,
28
Sait.

Mackerel, b,

—

05

2D
Buckwheat, pkg
45 *65 Graham,
04 a Oft
80g65 Rye meal,
04*05

Lamb,

ivui

20*85

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, per I

0

Beef, b:
Steak.
Roasts.
Corned,
Veal:
Steak.
Roasts.
Lamb:

_

was

»

Granulated. 0**064
Yellow. C
06*0«4
10
Powdered,
Molasses, gal,
35*00

Rftoived, That a copy of these resolutions
be spread on
our
records, a copy sent
to tbe immediate
family, and one to tbe
Bangor Sewn and Ellsworth American for
Alice H. Stanley•
publication.
Florence Blai*i>ell,
Elsie Sherman,
Committee.

06*08

20*88 Vinegar, gal

Tea—per b—
Japan.
Oolong.
Sugar per t>

days.

was

85**0
qt. 10*12

Rice, per b

%

Rio.
Mocha.
Java.

Whereat. The Divtue Muster in His iofiuite
widom, bus seen flt to remove from our order
Bister Fannie Pease, therefore be It
fiesolved. That Brooklin grange has lost a
true and faithful member, one who was always interested and helpful in all things pertaining to the good of the order, who by her
cheerfulness,
ready sympathy and good
word* for all had endeared herself in the
hearts of all who knew her.
Brsoired. That as a tribute to her memory
our charter be draped in mourning for thirty

It

FIVE WEEKS TO
CHRISTMAS

04

t.

UrorrrlM.

Coffee—per

MBMOK1AL RESOLUTIONS.

by

Onions,

frslu
40 *50 Lemons, dox
Oranges, dot
10 Cranberries,
Tokay g-apes. t>,
Basket grapes, 17*22

_

Meeting
seer; thirty present.

15

Vegetables.
15 Carrots, 5,
03
Oft Squash.
024*08
04
24 Sweet potatoes, *>

Cabbage.

taken.

the

48*50

..

Poultry.

withdrawal of bis name from the order, received, and request granted. Song
by Prin Allen. A penny collection was

called to order

and in a few cases ths face takes on a dull
leader, hue. Eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching of the nose; itching of
the re turn; short, d y cough; grinding of
the teeth; little red points Slicking out on
tongue; starting during sleep; slow fever;
pulse quickened and irregular; body maybe
hot; and often, in children, convulsions.
Don't delay I Delays are dangerous.
Give the children at once some of Dr.
True's Elixir. Directions on the bottle.
Sold by all dealers at 35c, 50c and $1.00.
Thousands of grateful mothers have given
my Dr. True's Elixir to sick children and
restored them to health.

The quotations below give the range c)
prices in EllswcwU ;

name

the

LA MO INK,

Indigestion, with a variable appetite;
craving for sweets; nausea and
eomiting; swollen upper lip; sour tongue;
offensive breath; hard and full belly with
occasional gripings and pains about the
navel;face at one t'me flushed, then pale
abnormal

KhkT>.

>1

^/V

S. A., retired, died at his home in Portland Monday, after an iUneea of nearly
two yeait.
O. A. Tolman has purchased the restaurant on Li me rock atreet, Rockland, and
after thoroughly renovating it will opeu
to the public a first-class cafe.

Thanksgiving

WEST SULLIVAN.

1

ii was rcm

A Family Worship Mooting.
Family worship is unknown in many
homes. Many Endeavorers never saw
It practiced. Therefore it might serve
a good purpose occasionally to have the
pastor close the regular Christian Endeavor prayer meeting with a family
worship service.
The service might be introduced with
a word of explanation.
After that the
society should be viewed as a family
and worship proceed just as It would
at home.
The object lesson ought to
have a fine effect and may help some
young people when they get homes of
their own td establish in them a family
altar.
Set Up a Standard.
Faithfulness implies standards.
No
one can tell whether he is faithful or
not unless he knows what he is expected to da When a scholar has a lesson
to get his fidelity is in getting that lesson.
If no lesson were assigned he
would have no measure of fidelity.
Every successful worker sets standards
for himself. This is the reason for our
Christian Endeavor pledge.
It is the
itandard of faithfulness that we have
let up for ourselves.—Amos R. Wells.
__

Efficiency Hymn.
fWritten

ftes/ifrerf. Thai our badges be reversed, onr
charter be draped in moorning for the period
of thirty days; that these resolutions be spread
upon onr record, and one sent to Tas Euiworm Ambmca* for publication.
Aura Cocttit,
Many BfLLiftcrros,
Committee.

Meeting of Green
Saturday, Nov. 23
Mountain Pomoua with MarUvilie grange.

was

Br

Children.

If mothers only knew the tortures the
little onts mty suffer from worms!
Thousands of children bare stomach
worms or pin woTM ar.d their parents
do
not know it. They doctor them for other
ailments.
Signs of worms are:

respect.

DATES.

BATS1DK, 476. ELLffWORTH.
Bayside grange met Nov. 13. One

Worms in

to their afflictionRssolred. That these resolutions he sent to
the family of the deceased as a token of our

_

Those little acta of kindness
do easily out of mind.
Those chances to be angels
Which we poor mortals And,
They come in night and silence.
Each sad, reproachful wraith.
When hope is faint and flagging
And a chill has fallen on faith.

gramuae

This column \* devoted to the Orange, espec tally to tbe granges of Hancock c*>tt«*ty.
The coiiimo if open to all grangers forthe
discussion of topics of gener* interest, and
Make letter*
for reports of grunge meeting*
nhort and concise. AH communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except bv permission of the writer. All com
mnnications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

Kidney trouand two applications reble and was so bad off was accepted
Tbe first and second degrees will
I could hardly rest ceived.
A
be worked on three next Wednesday.
day or night. I docis expected.
tored with all the good attendance
best doctors in town
HARVEST HOME, 403. WEST ELLSWORTH.
and took many kinds
Harvest Home grange met Nov. 16;
of medicine but nothseventeen members and visitors from Haling did any good unand Arbutus grange present. The
til I tried your won- cyon
will observe its tenth annual sesderful remedy, Lydia grange
I sion at the meeting Nov. 23. All members
E. Pinkham's Vegeare
requested to be present. A fish
table Compound.
My husband said it chowder snd cake will be served. A proit
has."—
and
restore
health
irould
my
gram of reading and singing was carried
Mrs May Wyatt, Ashland, Ky.
out.
There are probably hundreds of thousands of women in the United States
BROOKLIN, 261.
who have been benefitted by this famous
Brooklin grange met Nov. 12; twentyfrom
which
was
Did remedy,
produced
two members and one viaitor present.
roots and herbs over thirty years ajro by
Communication from Hollis Stanley, now
woman
to
relieve
woman's
a
suffering.
living in Bangor, in which he requested

It isn't the thing you do. dear.
It's the thing you leave uuduue
That gives >ou a bit of heartache
At the setting of the sue.
The tender word forgotten;
The letter yon did not write;
The flower you did not send, dear.
Are your haunting ghosts ro-night.

fest no appreciation of what has been
done in the.,- behalf!
Inappreciation
of kindnesses done is one of the chief
hindrances to continued well doing. It
is not that good Is done for the pur* j
pose of praise, but tbe lack of gratitude stamps the one benefited as unworthy. But men are especially un“Every good and
grateful to God.
perfect gift” comes from God. and yet
how thankless we are in spite of all
His goodness and of all our uuworthiness!
At this national Thanksgiving
season we may well search our own
hearts and see if we have rendered
unto our God gratitude fer all His
benefits unto us.
are

WIFE’S HEALTH

Ttu; purpose* of iu. noluma ire succinctly
siaie-iln tbs lute an * rn nut —u Is for the o>utu«
benefit, and vim* to *s feuptu* and hopefuf
Being for the com non goo-1. it It f»T the common qm—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, m omiium for me interchange of Idnas. In mis capacity u solicits

God or from man? Vet it Is a grace
How
that is very ofteu sadly lacking
many receive blessings and ?>enefits
from their fellow men and yet accept
them as a matter of course and mani-

mere

"Ueipfui

MADGh”.

and

aoumiwmfnuL

a

—-——

|

M&y each young life be guided
To find a useful place
And. finding It. to fill it.
Dependent on God's grace.
May not one talent hidden
In darkness fall to bring
The promised double portion
To render to our King.
Efficiency in study.
Efficiency In prayer,
Efficiehcy in labor.
For Jesus anywhere;
With evetr power developed
With consecrated skill.
Efficient in our efforts
To do our Master's wllL
-Rev. Robert E Steele. Lumberton, N. G

bo

me. aua

wisn an

of you could see them at their work. 1 think
they would say it is a pretty sight.
I suppose most of the M. B.’s are through
with pickling and house-cleaning and are
now
making their mincemeat for Thanksgiving, or their fruit cake. I hope all will
have much to be thankful for this 28th of
November. 1912. 1 hope Aunt Maria will have
a few late flowers to decorate
her table with
on that day.

the illusion is soon dispelled by a sadden
change of light and shadow.
As we near “Imperial
valley” we call to
mind “The Winning of Barbara Worth”, as
the story is located here and the transformation of this desolate country into a land of
beautiful homes is acknowledged by the
author to have been his inspiration.
At last Los Angeles is reached.
We had
been four hours late all the way.
Here I
a
stayed
night and day. The streets were
crowded, and 1 wondered if a strike was on,
but soon learned that Bed Sox news was the

As I left home so soon after the reunion I
did not see the picture, but hope after I go
home to see one.
With love to Aunt Madge and her John, I
will close by sending this little poem by Mar-

garet

8ang«ter.

cause.

One hundred miles

on was the end of my
ocean does not come into view
reach Ventura. Los Angeles boasts of
everything but the ocean, but Santa Barbara
has ocean, mountains, valleys and the Old
Mission, strawberries and roses every month
of the year.
My old friend. Mrs. Harriet Noyes Batch
formerly of Mt. Desert,- met me, and her
beautiful home is to be mine while I remain
in California. Perhaps later I will write of
this old Spanish town.
East.

Ipora.

This ia the first

journey. The
till

description

garten school

we

thank you for

bringing

have

of a kinderhad, so, Idora, we
us

something

new.

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.’m:
Have you room for still another? As I
opened Thb American to the M. B. column
my eyes fell on Ann’s nice letter. I felt
guilty, for I am the friend she spoke of taking
dinner with, and of my promise to send the
pudding recipe. But my time has been very
much taken up since then, with ao many to
work for. and moving in the bargain; so I
know she will forgive roe for the delay.
Will now send the recipe and trust that all
who try it will like it. I always steam mine
in an angel-cake tin. aa it makes it lighter. I
sometimes use cocoa instead of chocolate.

ber.

How nice that

we

one

teaspoon

across

the continent

is

Isn’t the whole column
with chocolate

taste!

pudding

are

not

a

Dear

Aunt

Having been assured by you and several of
your nieces that an account of my recent
trip to the Pacific would be interesting, I
enclose a few notes taken on the way.
A trip
across this great continent, when made several times, becomes shorter and leas interesting, no matter which road you choose.
To me the ideal way to travel is to stop off
every night, for that which we most waut to
see is lost in the darkness.
The October
tints were gorgeous, and cool, pleasant weather continued; only once did we run into rain,
and that was welcome, as we were crossing
the desert.
The first day out from Boston I had two
young men from Connecticut as seat-mates,
on their way to Nashotah, Wig., where they

a

rich

was

convales-

cent.

Forreat Haskell ia at Bar Harbor atonecutting.

received.

MA9RAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLrKHILL.

Massapaqua

of grip.

grange held

a

busy

Fred Leighton has gone to Tunk pond

session

to work in the wooda.

Nov. 14, there being ballotting, and work
in four degrees. Owing to the lateness of
tbe hour, the program was omitted.

F. Claphara, who has been laid up
a severe cold, is out.
William K. Smyth, of Milbridge, ia visiting his brother, E. C. Smyth.
E.

with

ARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.
Arbutus grange met Friday evening;
thirty present. One application was received. It was voted to have a shootingmatch, supper and dance Thanksgiving

M. L. Stevens lodge, K. of P., worked
the rank of

kmgbt Tuesday evening.

Harold Wilbur, of Portland, visited hi#
aiater, Mra. F. E. PettingilL recently.

day.

Bernard Webb has returned from Tunk
and ia driving for
Bradbury Smith.

pond,

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereat, That silent messenger, death,
has again entered our midst and removed our
brother. Harry C. Young; and
Whereat, It is but Just that a fitting recognitlon of his many virtuea should be had;
therefore be It
Resolved, That in the death of Harry C.
Young, this order laments the loss of a
brother who was ever ready to offer the hand
of aid and the voice of sympathy to the needy
and distressed of the community; a friend
and companion who was dear to ua all; a

David A. Hooper lodge worked the third
degree on one candidate Saturday evening. Refreshment! were served.

j

Edward 8 Spurling has gone to Gonldacharge of a crew of men in
Fletcher Wood A Co.

boro to take
the woods for

large delegation of ladies from Navajo
council, D. of P., visited the council in
Bar Harbor Friday. They
report an enjoyable time and a dne turkey supper.
Nov. 18.

Diaioo.

by

Require

Nov. 18.

was

added to

K. H.

orer-ehoe that combines comfort and
Moot

strength.

of the

iMuiuntuHu

a

uuuci

||

yoor

advertise-

1 have

bottle.
I

am

was

entirely
so

bad 1

now

taken

tree from

7

leading sellers in the world.

MERRILL A HINCKLEY, Bluehlll, Maine

now

could

I

CHICHESTER S FILLS
"

U1.B

Made in the usual varieties there
is no better fitting or wearing rubber. Only the best gum rubber is
used, just as in the lighter grades
of the OLOVB brand.
Tou can get all styles and else*
of rubbers under the OLOVB brand
but only one grade—the BBBT.

|

saw

sleep well, and my
kidneys work perfectly.'*—P. W. Mill©**
Oatawissa, Pa., Nov. 12, 1911.

th.»>rm|uu.m«oU. Th.OLOV*
«*•

were

D. Hodgkins and Oilman B. Hodgcins, aged eigbty-two and eighty*six re-

an

the first

sleep nights;

Goodyear (llove ltubhrrs V

David

name

fHave

man

anu
idouku‘
roent
I #
I was benefited
try RHEUM A.
m

the disease.

JsjjT

L U M Ji E li M E N

The church roll-call, postponed on acrain, was held on Thursday of
Last week. The weather was threatening
tod the attendance small. A bountiful dinThe afternoon session
ner was enjoyed.
was profitable and interesting.
In the
ibsence of Kev. P. A. A. Kiilam, who was
lo give an address, the pastor, Kev. W. H.
Rice, gave a talk. Letters were read from
ibsent members. Among those who re-

►pectively. One new
;be membership roll.

‘*1 have been a sufferer from Rbeurnasix
years.
for
tism
tried different
doctors, with no relief-

three bottles and

Sustains and Cheers

count of

to the roll-call in person

other

■J

jff

I 1
would

joyful

"V

I

UPTON’S TEA

Stomach, Kidney*.

out Uric Acid.
If you nutter with Rheumatism, Gout*
or
.umbago, Sciatica, Chronic Neuralgia
kidney trouble, get on theaure-cure «agon
ind join the cheerful, healthy people who
mee were Urtured.
G. A. Parcher guarOnly
an teen Rheum*.
Here * »u50 cents.

weight guaranteed in every package

neral will be held.

sponded

ou

Liver and Bladder and Drive-

purity, uniformity and full

! M. King, have gone to
Otia, where the fu!

let* Firat Day

A

3HnjrrtisfmmtB.

There’s

RHEUMA FOR
RHEUM ATI Sfl

repast

LAMOINE.

few:

Madge:

ship

ia ill

Mrs. Charles Huntington ia

Deer Isle grange met Nov. 4, with a fair
attendance. One proposal for member-

dessert?

W. K. Salisbury received word Saturday
of the sudden death of bis brother Horace,
of Brewer, of
acute indigestion. Mr.
Salisbury and wife and daughter, Mrs. E.

friend and niece has fulfilled her promise to the M. JB.’s who know

they

for

Aunt Madge.

that

Santa

one-half

-—

another valued
her—and

Douglas Milne

296.

cup flour,

gether; one-balf cup milk. Bteam one
hour; serve with whipped cream or sauce.

mem-

proof

One

cup sugar, one egg; one teaspoon butter
and one-fourth cake chocolate melted to-

The following interesting description of

trip

—

powder,

baking

The recipe is printed below.

a

I RLE,

RECIPES.

Chooolate Pudding

Mei..

Mel, the new
pudding must

A cordial welcome to

for the North Carolina Christian
Endeavor convention.]

We would be faithful servants.
Efficient, brave and true.
Prepared, equipped and willing
Our Master’s work to do'
Lord, fill our hearts with longing.
With earnestness and zeal.
To tell the world of Jesus.
His mighty love reveal.

idmtcbuuk

DEER

__

TIIK DIAMOND BRA Mi.
/v
UHlml A»!< T»»r 1*p««I*i '/A\
<
Wuwoh JBr
IMli* in KeA »n4 ii«M nev.mcW,
Blit Kutiua. y
)«■«,
Tut# no other- H»T
pruntot. A*.*.-iTi **-TTK ®
iriAMO\n ft KANO IMU
yc«« known* »«t. Safest. A»w«

SOU BY DRUGGISTS EVER ,WH£jjj_

Metcalf's Fox Decoy
ih.

^^n*n^.
SOSSflh

|

VtJ35BW

$1.00
A reliable fox scent

extensively by old trale
«
per.- Eltlierlaielorwa
Cash w™
trapping

v
order.
7'
“*
H. C. METCALF A CO.. AJ»»•»<*• »•

;
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THANKSGIVING in the
HOUSE NEXT DOOR

“The Drumstick For Mine!”
f

/—t—

—MEty !m

t T

■,—'1

IIINK," said the minister'* little wife, "of eating eggs for
s Thanksgiving dinner!"
Rev.
Robert
Kean
The
gmlled down into her wistful eyes.
••It Is strange." her husband mused,
hasn't Invited us to
•that somebody

dinner."

“Well, of course they don't dream
we are." Mrs. Kean murhow hard tip
mured. "and each one thinks the other
has asked us."
In the days that followed no one
would have Imagined that the mind of
the trim and smiling little minister's
wife was constantly distracted by the
four hungry people
problem cf feeding
on a few dollars.
“I can't have turkey.” said little Mrs.
Keen stoutly, "and that settles It-’’
But It was harder to deny the "kid

1

dies
“No. dears.” the little mother said,
But
"we can’t haTe a feast this year.
we are going to be thankful Just the
stroc

The children looked at her seriously.
“I don't sec anything to be thankful
for." said Dudley, the big boy of
twelve. "What can the I.ord expect If
he doesn't give us n turkey"—
“Oh. my dour!" was his mother's1
But little Marlon
shocked reproof.
piped up. "I'm Just going to be thank- ;
ful and thankful and thankful and ask
the I.ord to seud us the turkey any-1
how.”
Mrs. Kean told her husband of the
comments. "Poor dears.” she sighed;
"they don't understand the blessedness

Photo by American Press Association.

of giving."
'There are some oiaer people who
don't understand." said her husband
"Look at our neighbor next
wearily.
door. Never a penny does he give for
the poor, and he has riches that be
can't count."
But the old gentleman across the way
was not worrying about the opinion of
his neighbors.
•'Mary," he said to bis cook the night
before Thanksgiving, "cook me an old
fashioned dinner tomorrow, turkey nud
stl the fixings."
But fate had decreed that no turkey and fixinga should tie served in the
bouse of the rich old gentleman, for
Thanksgiving morning he suffered an
attack of gout that kept him tied to
hla bed. with strict orders from the
doctor as to diet. No orders, however,
having been given the cook, she proceeded to cook the dinner.
The aroma of if camo up the stairway
and tickled the nostrils of the rich old

ONE

WAY

CIDER

OF GETTING
FOR THANKSGIVING

The unusual spectacle of a celebrated Boston divine doing sentry duty
with a musket on his shoulder in front
of his own residence on Thanksgiving
morning—and all for the purpose of
gettiug a drink of Thanksgiving cider—
Is worth recalling, even after a lapse of
135 years.
Dr. Mather Byles, a Puritan clergyman, bom In Boston in 1706, owed his

fame to his wit and practical jokes as
much as to his pulpit ability. In November. 1777, he was arrested as a
Tory and sentenced to confinement In
his own home. A military guard was
statioued around the bouse with Instructions not to permit Dr. Byles to
leave home under any circumstances.
gentleman.
On Thanksgiving morning the staid
•'Just my luck," he grumbled, “not
old Purltaus of the arrested minister's
to lie able to eat It," and he sat up In
bed to ring his little bell and to order flock were surprised to see their pustor
all the doors shut to keep out the tan- j himself pacing up and down before his
own front door with a musket on his
tallying smell.
The movement brought Ills eyes on a Shoulder. The regular sentry had dislevel with the window, and he looked appeared. and Dr. Byles was doing senstraight across Into the dining room of try duty In his stead.
"You see," Dr. Byles explained, “1
the minister's little fiat
out to
Listlessly his eyes rested on the! begged the sentry to let me go
cider with which my
group; then suddenly be leaned for- procure some
ward and scanned the table. In front family and 1 might celebrate ThanksHe would not permit me
giving day.

to leave the house.
So I proceeded to
argue the point with him, and he has
now gone to get the cider for me on
condition that I shoulder his musket
and keep guard over myself during his
absence.”

Ye Goodlie Pumpkynne Pye.
Thy a Worlds is fulle of Goodlie Thynges
To gladde Manne throughe & throughe,
& some be meant for Kynga Sc Queenes
Sc some for Poore Folko too.
Rare Frulte Is broughte from Heathen
Landes
Sc sold at Prices hyghe,
But food of foods, neare to all handea
la goodlie Pumpkynne Pye.

Now, make you notte ye Pye of Squash,
For that is Counterfytte.
And I—Excuse mee, but by Gosh!
I wille have none of it!
Sc he that raaketh it of Paste
Of Tumyppe—hange him hyghe!
So fare all knaves who apoyle ye taste
Of goodlie Pumpkynne Pye.
Nor put ye Spyces in ye Pye—
Ye Cloves, ye Gynger dust.
Nor Allsypce; those who do so, Fye!
They break a sacred trust.
Bee that ye Dough be Mightle Goode
& Temptynge to ye Eye.
For thya will make you choose for Foods
Ye goodlie Pumpkynne Pye.
But lette It have ye Savor Sweete,
Brought In ye Autumn Morne,
When Gentylle Breezes come to greets
Ye vynes among ye corne.
Sc let It showe ye honest Golde
That happynesse can buy—
¥• coin of Joye & peace untolde

Wlthynne

f-\

Setting HclcK.

ye

Pumpkynne Pye.
—Chicago Post.

the
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A PROBLEM IN PICTURES.
the
Peculiar
Coincidence
by
Which It Wee Solved.
Some years ago a publishing house
was preparing to issue a new edition
it the writings of Thoreau. writes
Charles S. Olcott in Art and Progress,
rhe head of the house and a member
>t his staff were in consultation about
It was
:he method of illustration.
igreed that the pictures must be true
:o nature, but how to get them was
die problem. Artists who do Itook 11ustratlng could not be expected to go
nto the woods and make pictures
which would in any way assist the
:ext to reveal nature as Thorean saw
it.
Photographs would be admirable.
)ut where was the professional photog
rapher to be found who would undertake to go into Thoreau's cquntry in
sunshine and rain, in summer and winter, to catch all the phases of nature
which Thoreau recorded in his "Journal?"
While the two men pondered a caller
sat in the outer office with a large portfolio under his arm. Five years before
he had rend Thoreau's “Journal” and
had taken up his residence in Concord
that he might visit the scenes there
described. In all seasons and all kinds
of weather he had wandered through
the woods and over the fields with
his camera. Passionately fond of nature, he Was no less devoted to art.
To him photography was a pastime.
It was not bis profession.
For the
pure love of nature and of art nnd
with no thought of pecuniary gain he
had accomplished the very feat which
the two business men had thought so
difficult, and by a curious coincidence
he appeared at the office to exhibit
the result of his work at the precise
moment when its desirability was being discussed.
And

BURIED LIVING PERSONS.
Horrible Custom of Japanese Prior to
Year 646 A. D.
Prior to the year 646 A. D. the Japanese had one of the most horrible burial customs that can be imagined—that
of burying all the immediate friends
and retainers of a prince or other person
of note in a standing position
around the potentate’s grave and lenv.
ing them in the earth up to their necks
to perish of thirst and hunger.
The custom cannot be said to have
been general as late as the date given,
for the Japanese records prove that in
the time of the Emperor Suinin (97-30
B. C.) the burial rites of royal person
ages were so modified as to partiallj
abolish former cruelties. Speaking of
a
young brother of Suinin, who died
and had his retinue buried standing
around his grave, the old record says:
“For many days they died not, but
At last they
wept and cried aloud.
died. Dogs and crows assembled and
The emperor’s
ate off their heads.
compassion was aroused, and he desired to change the manner of burial.
When the empress died, soon after, the
mikado Inquired of his officers if something in the way of a change could
not be suggested, and one proposed to
make clay figures of men and bury
them as substitutes.”
That this did not entirely do away
with the former custom is proved by
an edict issued in the year 646 A. D„
the date given first above, which forbade the burial of living persons and
provided a penalty for further adherence to the awful rite.—St. Louis Re-

Children Cry for Fletcher's

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use lor over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and lias been made under bis per*
sonal supervision since its infancy.
f
*jf/J/t-f—f2”
Allow no one to deceive yon in tills.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good ** are but
that
trifle
with and endanger the health of
Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
—

What is CASTORIA
g

Castorla Is

a

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*

and Soothing Syrups.
It Is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,

goric, Drops

Flatulency, Wrind Colic, all

Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
the
assimilates
Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTOR IA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

The Kind Yon Have Always P::jght
In Use For Over 30 Years
THE

CtMTAUW

COMPAWT,

TT MUWWAY

TWEET,

NEW YORK CITY.

Make the Most of Your

Thanksgiving Turkey
^YJ

_

^

-AND

^

^

rows

^
■

Let the same care that you exercise
in the selection of the national bird
extend to its preparation for the table.
This will be a simple enough matter if
you provide yourself with a can of

*

"Pif infUfir

#

& Poor’s
g| stickneySeasoning

Poultry
p
delightful
^

blend of fragrant
It’s a
herbs and aromatic spices. It supplies
• POULTRY
the spicy finishing touch so many dishes
Kives a
need to make thcm Perfectrich, delicious flavor, not only to poull#Ucbuz,/fK~
try stuffing but also to escalloped
oysters, to croquettes of lamb, beef and
—
chicken and to soups and gravies.
Nearly all grocers sell it in two sizes—10c and 15c. Write for
our book of receipts.
It will be worth having.

_==-

SPICED

OEASONlMr* ^
1^**

Among the other Stickney & Poor Prodncts that should be on every
good cook's pantry shelf are: Mustard, Pepper. Cinnamon. Cloves. Ginger.
Mace, Pimento, Sage, Savory', Marjoram, Celery Salt, Curry Powder, Paprika,
Tapioca. Nutmeg. Cassia. Allspice. Whole Mixed Spice, Pastry Spice. Turmeric. Thyme, Soda. Cream of Tartar, Rice Flour, Potato Flour. Sausage
Seasoning and Flavoring Extracts.
If you Just say “Stickney & Poor’s” when ordering, your grocer will
give it to you. But—be sure to SAY' It.

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO.,

184 State Street, Boston.

public.
Old Tim* Personally Conducted Tour.
Tbe campanile looked down upon the
first agencies for conducted tours of
which we have record. Five hundred
years ago Venice controlled tbe pilgrim
traffic to tbe Holy Land, and quite a
number of firms made a good thing of
it. They had tlieir offices in St. Mark's
square, with all tbe apparatus of advertisement hoardings, flags and commissionaires. Tile contract stipulated
how much space aboard a ship and
what food each pilgrim was to get,
and the agents undertook not merely
to carry tbe pilgrim across the sea, but
to conduct him personally to Jerusalem
and to take over all negotiations with
For the whole Journey
the officials.
the charge was 25 to 30 ducats, a third
to be paid before starting, a third in
Palestine and a third after returning
home.—Manchester Guardian.
Written In Slang.
Matthew Henty’s commentary on the
Bible was written for the common people and in the slang of the day. In
commenting on Judges ix he says:
“We are here told by what acts Abimeiech got into the saddle. He hired for
his service all the scum and scoundrels
of the country. Jotham was really a
fine gentleman. The Sechemites were
the first to kick him off. They said
all the ill they could of him In their table talk. They drank health to his confusion.”

"IT’S ntou THB OENTI.EMAN ACHOSS THB
“AT," THE COOK tXELAlMtU.
of the Hev. Bobble was a deep dish
from which he was serving spoonfuls
of some yellow substance.
"By the gods,” murmured the old
man. “it's eggs—scrambled eggs—and
on Thanksgiving! Why in the name of
all that’s appetizing don't they have

turkey?"

t

He rang his bell sharply- "Send the
rook." was his peremptory order, and
when the cook came be asked:
“Is dinner ready?”
“Yes, sir."
"Then carry it across the way. ev»ry bit of it."
A few minutes later a procession !
Bled Into the parson's flat
“It's from the gentleman across the j
way,” the cook explained tactfully as
she stood in the hall. "He Is ill, and
there is no one to eat the dinner, and
he thought you wouldn't mind."
There was really never such a dinner.
The turkey was delicious, the
pies perfect, and the little Keans brimBut there
med over with happiness.
was a deeper happiness than the mere
joy of good eating in the heart of the
Rev. Bobbie when, after a call next
door, he came home to his wife.
“I have found a good neighbor,” be
said, “an old gentlei"an with a crusty
maimer and a heart of gold, and that’s
the beat of my Thanksgiving, sweetheart. "-Temple Bailey in Omaha

World-Herald.

A Bold, Bad Man.
The phrase “A bold, bad man,” now
worn threadbare and comic, belongs to
Spenser, who applied it to the Archimago of "The Faerie Queeue” (I, 1, 37):
A bold, bad man that dared to call by
name

Great Gorgon, pnnce
dead night.

of

darkness

and

Unreasonable.
"I suppose your chief creditor is very
rich.”
"Well, I Bhould say so. But even at
that he acts as though I were living
above his means.”—Fliegende Blatter.

1 HUB-MARK RUBBERS
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This Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark
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Rubbers

Wear Hub-Mark Rubbers this winter.
They cost no
If your dealer can’t
more than any first-class rubber.
supply you write us.

Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Malden, Mass.
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Used 102 Years lor Internal and External Ills

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and pains K
that may come any time?
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
M
troubles, burns, cuts, chaps, etc.
py^
I
25c and 50c everywhere
Boston, Moss.
1. S. JOHNSON &
^ Uvep

parsong^
n

^

CO._

SbbctttBrmmia

**

<ii

—Jewelers’ Journal

SHE COULD NOT STOP IT.
She tried and tried, this thing, that
thing, then the other thing. All no
good. Then she thought of Hall's Hair
Renewer. Talked with her doctor about
it.
Then bought it, used it. Her hair
stopped falling out at once. Now she is
telling her friends. No coloring or staining of the hair, either.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms
VO
PAY, NO WABHNN."
All kinds of laundry work done at abort notloe.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. KSTEY A CO.
KlUwortb, Me
SUM St..

Bate; Building,

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance during the next five
care

may

and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
.orbid all persons trusting the u on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dsummby.
Bouse.
rears

<81)c <£UstDortt)
E

PUBLISHED

HT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Hollies. Editor and Manager
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

at tbe base of

tabs* rlpMon Prlc*'—$2 00 a rear; $1 00 for ala
months; 90 cents for three month*; If raid
strictly tn advance. $1 90, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arre*rages are reckoned at the rate of S2 pet
vear-

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will
made known on application.

be

Business communications should be addressed
»o, and all checks and money orders made pay
abie to Thk HtscocK County Publishing
Co., EllaWwt'ib. Maine.
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HEALTH

accommodatingly waited for him
to come closer and fire another charge,

in one

of

Hollis Jordan’s bear-traps.

j

DEMOCRATS CELEBRATE.

2,352

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1912.

Republicans and

And

Progresses
®

Share in Good Time.
The democrats of Ellsworth “owned
tbe town’’ last Monday
evening, when

they celebrated the Wilson and Marshall
victory in a befitting manner, to the accompaniment of band, church bells, red

STATE OF MAINE.

fire,
a

roman

candles, bonfires, speeches and

of

Hancock

church bells

ball,

vun

viu

«

di uui

A PROCLAMATION.
setting ap«rt by executive proclamation
once a year of a day of public thanksgiving
and praise originated with our New England
ancestors nearly three centariesfago aod it
The

haa, in the course of time, grown to be a great
national festival.
In accordance with this good and ancient
custom and in conformity with the proclamation of the President of the United States, t,
Frederick W. Plaisted, governor, by and with
the advice and consent of the council, do
hereby appoint and set apart

Thursday, November 28,1912,

bc»nd

the

who

expected,

were

but could not

^trsiueui

duced Mr. Law lews, who made

churches and :n our homes, give thanks for
the blessings v.e have received and pray for
streugth, cou.age and wisdom to do our work
well in the coming year.

of race, creed

brief

a

follow',

the dance to

body, regardless
pate.

The floor

was

hours, to the

orchestra, dancing
An

then

to

cleared,

music

was

of

the
democratic
party, that disposition is not reflected
in the Lewiston organ of the progressives, which seems rather to be
doing it9 handsomest to widen'' the
breach between ihe two factions, and
hand over the organization of the
legislature to the democrats who were
beaten at the September election in a
enemy,

straight party fight, and thus upset
the results of that

splendid victory.

Particularly savage in its attacks is
the ball moose organ against ex-Gov.
Burleigh for United States senator,
who was at the primaries in June the
united
ana

party’s

against

choice as

jonn a.

a

candidate,

reiers,

woo

wag

avowed candidate for speaker of
the House before the June election.
So far as we have observed, the only
an

crime of which these men are accused
is that of not being progressives of
the

Lewiston

Journal

stamp. Hag
any republican suggested that Carl

Milliken,
president

avowed candidate for
of the Senate, be opposed

an

because in the national campaign he
was a progressive? To attempt to
upset the results of the primaries in
June and of the State election in
September because of anything that
may have happened since may be

good politics, though we don’t believe
it, but it certainly is morally reprehensible, and we hope the scheme will
utterly fail.
HALL QUAKRY.
The schooner William Booth, with paving, sailed for New York Friday.

Floyd Ober is home, after working at
Northeast Harbor for the season.
Goldie

Mills,

who has

working

been

at

Northeast Harbor, is at home ill.
Alfred Richardson is home from Swan’s
Island, where he has had employment.
Nov. 18.
Briar.

WEST SURRY.
Mrs. Albion Saunders is critically ill.
Granville Saunders and Harry Torrey
shot a bull moose Saturday.
A surprise party was held at the home of
Hollis Willins Saturday evening in honor
of their son Gerald.
L.
Nov. 18.
Toledo,
Ohio, city
Lucas County,
*
Frank J Cheney makes oath that he is
of
the
firm of F. J. Cheney A
senior partner
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
State of

)

Countv and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of HALL’S CAFRANK J. CHENEY.
TARRH CURE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 8th day of December, A. D. 1888.
A. W. GLEA80N.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts directly upon the blood and mncous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 78c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

rpKNEVBNf

for

indulged

interesting
evening
was that tbe grand march was led by WilB.
liam
Mitchell, eigbfy-four years of
age, wbo, fifty-six years ago, did the same
stunt at a ball given to celebrate tbe election of Buchanan.
His partner Monday
evening was Mrs. Harvard C. Jordan.

Work of Dr. E. G. Abbott Excites
Admiration of Physicians.
Friends in this vicinity will be inter-

following despatch,

dated

Nov. 12, from Philadelphia to the Portland Press:
Dr. E. O. Abbott, of Portland, whose bloodless core for fixed sclerosis, or curvature of
the spioe, has excited the interest of the
medical profession throughout the United
.States, demonstrated his methods of treatment at a special clinic before the physicians
of this city to-day.
More than 200 surgeons and physicians were
assembled at the Jefferson hospital to see Dr,
Abbott perform his bloodless operations.
Two subjects were wheeled into the amphitheatre on chairs, one a boy of thirteen, aud
the other a girl of sixteen, both afflicted from
birth with curvature of the spine.
No anesthesia was used, but by clever
manipulation with his hands and with a device for the application of heavy traction and
pulls, tbe segments of the spinal column were
slowly forced back into their normal positions, and then both girl and boy were encased in plaster of pans casta, which will
hold tbe new adjustment in position until it
becomes permanent.
Dr. Abbott was assisted by Dr. H. A. Pingree and Dr. F. W. Lamb, of Portland, and
after the clinic was the subject of much congratulation from the many distinguished surgeons who had come to witness his operations.

Nominated by the Governor.

Among

nominations

by

spent

Staples is making
family here.

few

a

short

a

the governor

recently announced are the following:
Inland fish and game wardens, Eugene
Havey, Sullivan; W. E. Peach, Eden.
Coroner. Alvah B. Ames, Bucksport.
Railroad commissioner, John A. Jones,
Lewiston.
_

SOUND.

to

Murphy,

who

has

of their little daughter, which occurred in
Bar Harbor, Sunday morning. The child
was ill of scarlet fever.

L.

Pearl Conary has been confined to his
house the past few weeks with a lame foot.

CAK1> or THANKS.
wish to thank all the friends *bo were
so kind during the sickness and at the
death of our dear husband and father; also
for the beautiful flower*.
Mas. Dantkl T. Cano and Family.
Cmaklks E. Card.
Ellsworth. Nov. 18. 19lt.

at

Harbor dramatic company sometime this
winter.

B. W. Candage, wife and daughter Nina
visiting friends in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Jessie McCarthy, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Walden Pierce.
P.
Nov. 18.

4*1 Canal St. Boston, Mass.

WE

tcgisuuiDe

POLLARD CO.,

THE PARK &

BOSTON

cofinisaoN merchant5

goiter.

is

hereby
NOTICE
chapter 2, section
of Maine, of the

given as provided by
36 of the revised statintention of Hollis
utes
Barney A. Watson and other citizens
Staples,
of the towns of Sullivan. Hancock and Prankiin. tn the county of Hancock, to petition the
seventy-sixth >gUlalure to prohibit the fishing or taking of smelts except by book and
line, in Egypt bay, Pranklin bay and tbeir
tributaries, and all that part of Taonton bay
end its tributaries lying above Sullivan Falls,
in the county of Hancock.

Veals and Lambs
Ask I)r. A. G. Young,
Sec’y State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

Atrocrtiennm*.

WE

THE

Packard Shoe

pupils

Best made shoe in the United
States at any price. Easy walking,
comfortable and the most sightly
shoe made.
Better than any custom-made
shoe and fit better. Feel better and
look better than any bench-made
shoe on the market.

Spec.

FOR

!

Alvin Grindle has moved his
North Sedgwick, while he is
cutting wood.

family to
employed

John Bowden has had water put into
his house from a boiling spring in his
Mr. Allen, of Brooklin, did the

field.

plumbing.

Frank 8. Lord, of Ellsworth, while on
his wsy to Max Point with a friend in the
schooner Ann Stusrt, called on his cousin,
L.
ler, Saturday.
~

IMMEDIATE

Samuel ia

a

civil

engineer

Hay and Straw
WANTED
W. J. PUKLP8,
! Chamber of Commerce, Boston.
R»fer»nc,

J. P. S. Shoes

Mrs. Agnes Bridges and daughter have
Boston for the winter, after a
summer with her mother, Mrs. J. J.
Hill.
Mrs. A. A. Hanna and daughter Beatrice
left Saturday for Bangor for the winter.
Mr. Hanna has employment there.
gone to

Nov.

18._H.
GOTTS ISLAND.

Samuel King, of Manset,
Phillip Moore’* house.

has

painted

The lobster fishermen have been doing
well of late, some getting over |20 worth
in a day.

Some

SHIP

YOUR

The

POULTRY

Harding&Johnson
Waterproof Work
8hoe

Boston, Mass.

EGGS Wanted

WESTON -THURSTON CO,
dry

feet.

New Faneuil Hall Market.Boston

Fell Stock of Dross and Heavy Footwear

HALL & COLE.

Rubber Boots, Lumbermen's Rubbers.

Frail and Prodace Commission Merchants

Moccasins, Leggings. Taps, TopPieces and Shoe Findings.

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries
onr

weekly market report.
IM-M2 Fsneoil Hall Market,
Rotten. Mass.

APPLE8

McGOWN,

Xo. 8 Main St.,

l_

S.

Ellsworth.

I

POULTRY
Ship To
BURR
A
Boston, Mass.

CO..

Stencils and Cards Furnished.

Henry Gray,

who

ia out.

has been seriously ill,

Martha Mitchell, of Boston, is
visiting her brother, Alerado Gray.
There was an entertainment at the Creek
schoolhouse Friday evening by the pupils.
Harry Thombs, of Castine, has just completed an extensive job of plumbing for
Lester Blake.
Percy Clifford is building a bungalow at
West cove. It will be occupied by James
Mrs.

of New

York,

next

summer.

Nov. 16.

Q.
SEAWALL.

Julia Stanley ia ill of erysipelas.
C. E. Metcalf and wife have gone to
Medfield, Maas., for the winter.
A. Ramsdell has rented the blacksmith
shop at Manset, and will repair engines.
Everett Newman has purchased a horse
and two more cows. He is plowing
up a

$)raf»Btana) CsrDi.

Help Wanted

BLUE HILL FALLS.

Stephen Ohatto and wife, of Brooksville.
visited here last week.
Mrs. Cecil Gray is with her mother, who
is ill. Master Ronald is with his grandparents.
Nov. 18.
Crumbs.

£)R.
office:

Knitting

Mills,
ELLSWORTH.

Fifty (SO) women and girls wanted;
average wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from $1 to $1.75 per day.
Apply to Mr. John Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

C. 11.

GIBBS,^

PHYSICIAN.

AT THE

Blood

POKE! I.llrl RK.
8. Hodgkins ot Lsmotrr
county. Maine, by hi. mortgage deed dated May It. 1*1. and recorded |.
Hancock county registry of deed.. In rol an
page Ml. conseyed to A. C. Hsgerthr. of Bl.worth, lo said county, two certain lota or Mreels of land aituntrd to Lamninr In m
county with the hnildlngs thereon, and filly
described In Mid mortgage, and whereas the
Mtd Hsgrr'.hy thereafter wards on thr Ktk
day of Noasmber. n. d. 1»1I, assigned io m
tbr undersigned, the Mid mortgage. :he dtbt
thereby secured and all his right by rirtue of
Mtd mortgage to the premiers thereby cos•eyed; end whrreaa Ihe condition of seal
mortgage has been broken, now therelore. by
reason of thr breach of condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure ot Mid mortgage, set
give this notice for that purpose
WsLtt. W. Wire.
By R. K Mason, hi. sil l.
Ellsworth, Xoccmber 20, 1812.

V»

'"mcr,

tir

roKKn.usi

kk,

Ami* 8. Hodgkins, of
’\1THKRKA8
ys
motor. Hat)rock count'. Maine,

Laby bis
mortgage deed dated January *0. 1901. sod recorded in Hancock registry of drrd« m tol.
page VA. conveyed to A. C. Hagertky. of
Ellsworth, in aaid couniv, two certaln^ots or
parcel* of land situates! in aaid Lanoioe with
the building* thereon and fully des-ribrd it
aaid mortgage, and whereas the *at<i Hagerthy tbereafterwarda. on the ®th dav of Norember.a.d 1911. assigned to me. the undersigned, the said mortgage, the debt thereby
seemed and all hi# right by virtue of said
mortgage to the premises thereby cooveved;
and where** the condition of said mortgage
ha* been broken, now therefore, bv reason of
the breach of condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said worgage and give this notice
for that purpose.
Waltii W W**t.
Ry R. K Mssrrn. biaatt'y.
Ellsworth, Me.. November fO. iliJ.
subaertber hereby gives notice thst
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the iaat will and teat ament of
ANDREW J. HARKIMA.V. late of BUCKS-

THE

PORT.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no hoods
being required by the term* of said will. All
persons having demand* against the estate of
aaid deceased
are
desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make pay men immediately.
Eliza arm L. HsaaitfAX.
Bucksport. Nov. It, 1919
subaertber hereby give* notice '.Dai
ha* been duly appointed adminisof the estate of
MARY C. AUSTIN, late of HANCOCK.
♦n
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Alt pergiven bonds as th* law directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
•aid deceased are desired to present the asm*
for settlement, and all indebted thereto ire
requested to make payment immediately.
Tmso P. ACSTtX.
Egypt. Me.. Oct. 9. 1919.

rpHE
he
trator

subscriber hereby gives nones thst
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
J081 AH O. BUNKER, late of FRANKLIN
la the county of H ancock. deceased, and gives
bonds as the law direct*. All persons having
demands against the estate of said decease"
are dasiredto present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
AUC> V. Be#***
Franklin, Nov. 19.1919.

THE

_
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Dressed

J. A.

Specialties.

Heod for stencils and

My experience of eighteen years
as a manufacturer of Men’s, Boys’,
and Youths' shoes enables me to
make selections of best values in
footwear.
Prices lower than others for reliable goods.

NOTICE or

Amos
VVHEHBAS
Hancock

1

Chapin Brothers,

are

CAPE ROSIER.

Fairley,

flocoo Trml Co.

APPLES, POTATOES. EGGS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to

for hard knocks and

there.

Boston, Mass.

for Boys, Youths and Little Men.
Tan high-cut and genuine box calf.
See this line. Absolutely all solid
leather. Boys’ and Youths’ knockaiKiut shoe, double sole and seamless tops.

A.

J. J. Somes has gone to Boston to visit
his son, A. I. Somes.
Paul Walker left a week ago for Seattle,
Wash., to attend college. His brother

RETURNS,

W. W. Benjamin,

_

MT. DESERT.

WANT

Potatoes and Apples.

MEN

Price, *3.50, *3.75, *4.

BROOKS VILLE.

Bentley Qrindle and Lewis H. Billings
have a raft on Bagaduce river, and are
smelting.

George Eddy’s.
piece of new ground, and i§ going
George A. Joy will open a dancing school large
into farming on a larger scale in the
in the fire-house Saturday night.
spring.
Rehearsals are being held for the play,
Nov. 16.
T. E. D.
UA Cuban Spy,” to be given by the Seal

are

_

£pctfal RotUO*

Mrs.

_

Earl Coston, of Hartland, is visiting

eonul

pupils

Nov. 18.

been

visiting friends and relatives at Beech
hill, is home.
Charles A., young son of A. C. Jordan
and wife, who has been quite ill the past
week, is improving.
Mrs. Harry Bordeaux,
who has been
caring for her mother, Mrs. Roland Carter, of Beech hill, is home.
Benjamin Jordan and Mrs. Thomas
McDonald and little son. of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday with A. C. Jordan and wife.
The friends and relatives of Ralph MeKusick were grieved to hear of the death

Nov. 18.

SMALL

Miss Lettie C Carter, of Brooklin, is
visiting here, w here she taught six years

getting in their coal for the
winter, boating it from Atlantic, and paying over flO a ton.
Nov. 16.
Chips.

parents.
Mrs. Claude

|i*T™
m-5
.hoi,

COREA.

Her former
gave her a surprise
party at the home of Walter Young Monday night, about twenty-four spending sn
evening. Miss Carter was dein Corea rememlighted that her
bered her so lovingly. After she closed
her sixth term of school here, s dozen or
more of her pupils clubbed together and
engaged her to teach a private term of six
weeks at their own
expense. Miss Carter
willreturn to North Haven to finish her
third year as teacher in the grammar
school.

hi
h!

j

JFounti.

her

who has been ill of
chicken pox, is back in school.
Mias Vilda Lurvey and
Miss Natalie
Tinker spent the week-end with their

Young,

^S

liecemti!
IhV

BANK-BOOK

B.

Nov. 18.

ago.

admim?
i?.'?'*:
,*'?
msit"S

rniii

stay

visited relatives in Seal

Ralph

~

£chi

Lest.

days

Montell D. Gott and Mias Naoma M.
Rich were married Nov. 6 at the home of
M. V. Babbidge.

Vivienne Havey
Harbor last week.

HIGHEST PRICES,
IMMEDIATE RETURNS,
We Take Out No Commission;

want

Miss Sadie Billings returned
home in Binehill Saturday.

enjoysble

HANCOCK MAN.

ested in tbe

j

jadi*£?

—

BOY

ter

featnre of tbe

S3. ta2L.n*

a

.£

Mrs. Helen Wescott, with little daughHilda, of Rockland spent the weekend with her aunt, Mrs. David Bridges.

in.

Honntwr «,
this 15th day of November on

iheniaS:

David Bridges, who is employed on the
steamer Booth bay, spent a few days last
week at home.

Monaghan’s

m.

jlirtf CHattUS.

Ray Bridges, who has been home for a
week, has returned to the steamer Mineola.

particiand

SEAL HARBOR.
of

|

every-

previous

or

political servitude,

condition of
several

inviting

and

Frank
with his

TAKRN

Pullets Wanted

OFFICE—In

WEST BROOK UN.

con-

mix!

Hancock

«B*Rirr*s
STATE Or MAINE.

cution dated October 21.
Judgment rendered by the supreme
court, for tbe county of Hancock, at th* tZZ
thereof begun and held on tbe second
Burrill national bank bu‘ldTW
day of October, to wit. on the 17th dav of rvf*
mg. ItMlttj occupied bjr P. E. Higgins.
her. 1*1*. In f«ror of Edward
Hot w*ter heat, electric light; one of the
Biuehill.
Hancock
ooonty.
Main.,
most desirable offices in Ellsworth.
Inquire
tratorol the .Mate ot M. K. Chai,
at Bckkiu National Bank.
» Blurblll. deceased,
against Stephen r‘
I rooau; upstairs, modern
of Brook, rllle, Hancock county
Maine, for one hundred and
JL conveniences; 2 doors from postofflee on
thirty.nine to
lar. and Afty cent, debt or damage, amt
Water tft. Inquire of C. C. Be a kill, Ells(on!
! We can handle all the thoroughbred one dollar, and
worth.
Afty.lour cent. coal.
and
will
be
uold
at
public auction at
pullet* we can get and are ready to of Edward
E Chase. In Mid Bluehlll
pay highest price* for them.
highest bidder, on the *>ih d.y of
1*17. at ten o'clock in ihe forenoon, the fnilni’
We are paying as follows:
ln« dearthed ml estate and all
/■"COMPOSITORS—An opportunity Is offered
ia,'
tills and interest which the said Stephen k
American varieties, 3$lb or more 35 to 3*c fb
one or two young women t> learn the
Chat to ha. and had In and lo the
••
itmeon
trade of typesetting.
31b or more ® to Sic
Apply at Amrrican
Leghorn
*sth dnr of March. 1*10. at two o'clock In
office
**
4fh or more 18 to 23c tb « afternoon, Ihe time when tbe
Crosebread
same m .7
To learn printer’s trade
tached on tbe writ in ihe same .all, to <r,t ..
Apply at
CONDITIONS—All pure bred pullets must be
Amsrican office.
undlrlded half of a certain lot or
p
land
Of
.ituated
and
la
legBr.ok.TlHe
; reasonably good colored, American
,7j
boarded a. follow.: Beginning al thewsnoa
horn varieties free from feathers or stubs on 1
the
Bomb
so
Bay.
la.
called.
d
by
of
o.Md
legs, to brit'K full quotations. All birds must ; Kenney 8. tlrindle; Ihen.e
Ottlhwetterly
No. »’*; finder please return be healthy, free from cold* or roup. Pullets .»ld Urtodle'e land to the Nlghwsr t i.t
to M. H. Orindle*#; thence northerly by mm
to the treasurer Hancock County Savmust be raadily di«tingui*hed from hen*
uatll
It
atriker
highway
the high. ,,
ing* Bank, by C. C. Burrill, its treasurer.
(Pullets with scaly leg* at market price only.1 ( to \\ a I her'. Mill; theoce southerly by
highway to land of John E maples; ihri«
TERMS-Caah. Delivered at oor *tore. No
said
easterly hy
Staples' land lo thr
commission. Payment figured on weight of
hence northerly by Mid shore to the ni««of
meaning all the real estate of ito
sum of money.
Owner can have the bird* when they arrive in Boston. Check* beginning,
late Mark H lirindie, lying lo the es»ierir
same by paviac costs and proving
a do of the road
prop- mailed prompt*}
leading lo Walker s
erty. Apply at Hoi.sa Bakkhy. Water street,
Live Poultry, both chickens and hens at marIncluding tbe hnildlngs thereon
Ellsworth.
Wn.tr.il O. Ons«»»,
ket price.
Pepnl c Sheng.

guard against; how

Mrs. Merrill Richards
Isst week in Rockland.

JUgal Xaticra.

a.

Zo Lc,

X.

get

A

common

feed in*
hor*e*
Inquire
of le>aa,so Lixeoorr, Ellaworth. Me., R.

r. d.

SULLIVAN CENTER.
School closed Nov. 15, Effle A. Baker
teacher, witn the follow ing program :

miry-

gratulatory address. He was followed by
George B. Stuart, who added congratulations, closing with an announcement of

A

Scheme Which Ought to Fall.
If there is any disposition on the
part of the progressives of Maine to
join with the republicans to fight the

mu

Commission fflmti.mts.
Tb» »itT.rt;»in«nt» fwlo* r*prf**>ul mm' of
New
England. Our
rbe lend ms lewises of
readers will doubtless find them of value.

to

C—YABROrS-For

feeding.

Food and

here.

day of public thanksgiving and praise to
our God, the giver of every perfect gift, in
recognition of His goodness and mercy in bestowing prosperity, peace and happiness
upon the peopic of our favored State.
Let us, therefore, on that day,
in our

Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this fifteenth day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and twelve, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and thirty-seventh.
Frederick W. Plaisted.
By the Governor.
Cyrus W. Davis,
Secretary of State.

RI*worth.____

P_

display of fireworks began.
Shortly after 8 o’clock the band marched
up tbe street to tbe ball, which by 8.30 J Hong.Hchool
Welcome.Belle Lufkin
was well filled.
On tbe stage w-ere seated
Hchool
Hong.
Hen* Urann
Mayor Cunningham, ex-Mayor Lelatid ‘•At School”.
Song.Hchool
ex-Aldermen E.
E. Brady,
George B.
The Morning Uall”.Phillis Havey
School
Stuart, H. Fremont Maddocks and H. C. Song.
••Our Country”...Fiorice Havey
Jordan; the veterans William B. Mitchell,
Time's Annual Reflection'*.Elsie Joy
Everard H. Greely and Henry L. Moor; Hong. .Jessie Havey and Joseph Urann
The Boy We Want”.Merle Kenney
Frank
Bradbury, of Franklin; Edw. Hong.School
Jeasie Havey
Patch, of Bar Harbor, the centre chair be- Recitation.
“Two Diamonds *.Joseph U*acn
ing occupied by William C. Lawless, of Hong.School
Rover in Church”.Dorothy W’llbur
Auburn, who had kindly consented to
Song...Rena Urann snd Merle
make an address in place of M. C. O’Brien, Recitation..MelvinKenney
Hvvey
of Portland, and Congressman Sam Gould, Song.School

ueisuu

as a

how to
to counteract.

Nov. 18.

going; tbe
played,

set

were

pealed out;

V.T

Tuberculosis.
Parents and children.

10.
11.
12.

and tbe

u;

Poisons;

«*-as

until

CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

Me._

Ci OLOtN OAK ildeboerd; I eecood hand
cook atove; t wardrobe.
Inquire of
Mae. J. T. (lit*,. South etreet, or addreee p.
o. ho* *15,
IOB—*s plf* from 5 to a week* old. Your
Kean O. Swim, State
cbotco for »1J»
Tel. 105-IA
•treel. Ell,worth.

A course of twelve lectures on hygiene,
nur«iug and first aid are being given at
the Neighborhood house on Monday and
and
women,
Saturday evenings for
on Wednesday and Thursday even.ngs for
Miss
Melville,
men, by
graduate of
Mary
the Massachusetts general hospital and
the national training school of the Y. W.
C. A.. New York.
Following is tn outline of the course:
1. An introduction to yourself.
2.
Disease and the sick-room.
3. Cleanliness and its application.
4.
Hemorrhages.
5.
Injuries, fractures, sprains, dislocations.
8.
Bandaging.
7. Poultices, fermentations and coonterirritants.
8.
Insensibility doe to accidents and dis9.

with difficulty held
7.30, when things were
Then two enormous bonfires,
let loose.
one in postoffice square, tbe other in front

Tbe small boy

—

UPTODATK

LECTURE*.

Machines'!

Talking

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OP ALL KINDS

All
kind)
POSTCARDS
end price*
Ten »**or»*d errde, 1,
oent*.
Ilia,treted clelog. Tan Aar Po*To*an Co.. Aabarn,

ease.

dance.

in restraint

HOC8R-At

A number of Odd Fellows from here attended the funeral service of Beecher Dyer
at Seal Harbor Saturday. Mr. Dyer was a
member of the local lodge.

which

VICTOR and EDI80N

Oak Point. In Trenton. I# mile;
below Rliewortb. wiik (rood eiied lota
fine location for aamraer re*td,nee
Apply to
Rluiwobtr Loan A Bricoixa Are'*. Rile
worth. Me.

day evening.

Jordan, of Waltham, furnishes
the latest bear story, though he isn’t saying much about it himself. He was hunting in tbe vicinity of Spec pond, when be
suddenly came upon a bear. Mr. Jordan
tired a charge of buckshot st the bear,

caught

Jfct iealt.

their

--

PIANOS

inter.

Bartlett’s orchestra played for a dance
at Bass Harbor Saturday night.
The monthly meeting of the directors of
the Neighborhood house wes held Satur-

Eden street.

which ft Dished bruin. A few minutes later
Mr. Jordan discovered that the bear was

w

The Bov Scouts spent Saturday at
campon Brown mountain.

Herman

American is -..150 copies.

Average for the year of 1911,

Florida for the

A large amount of silver, stolen from
George W. Vanderbilt's cottage st Bar
Harbor seventeen or eighteen years ago.
was found Monday bidden under s rock

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

edition

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Albra H. Hardin*, who** term **Supt. L. E. Williams visited the school* Judge in
December. Mr. PUieted ia a
pirea
here Friday.
brother of (Jot. Pfaiated
Mrs.
Lucy Bsin left Thursday for

Lamoine Nov. 10 by Mrs. Cora A. Sargent.

VtfcKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

This week's

—

The latest spring product to reach The
American is a green strawberry, accompanied by a strawberry blossom picked in

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

a&bcTttBramu.

Judge of Bangor Coart.
Ralph P. Plnieted, th* jereeent recorder
ol the Bangor municipal court, haa bean
appointed by Oor. Plai»l.-d to auccted

NEWS.
COUNTY
....A..~---

COUNTY 00851P.

American

moore’s drug-stork.
10 CENTRAL ST.
Telephone Connection.

over

RESIDENCE:

Ellsworth,

-.Maine.

he has been duly appointed sdmioi*trator of the estate of
ISAAC W. BLAIS DELL, late of OBLAND.
In the county of Hancock, decease*! sod
All pergiven bonds as (be law direct*.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imT»act N. Eu>ati*i»mediately.
Orlaod, Nov. 19. 1911.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has beeo duly appointed administrator with will annexed of the estate of
EPHRAIM E. PENDLETON. Iste of OB-

THE

LAND.
in the county of Hancock, deceased. *od
bonds
as
the
law directs. All pertow
given
having demands against the estate of
deceased are desired to present the same
r*
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
quested to make payment immediately
Lmcouc N. Uitxxr.
Islesboro. Nov. 19. 1911.
that
subsettber
hereby gives notice
•he has been duly appointed
of the last will and testament and codicil of

THE

GIDEON L. JOY, late of

ALICE

H.

SPCCIALTT

SCOTT

USDS OF

typewriting, accounting and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit * Trust Co., ol Portland, lor lurntshlng Probate and Surety Banda
Agent Oliver ^Typewriter) typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water St*, (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Ms.

HANCOCK,

®"
in the county of Hanoock, deceased.
F*
given bonds as tbe law directs- Aller*■
the
sons
having demands against

of said deceased are desired u>
the same for settlement, and all indew*®
thereto are requested to make P*vmeni>w
Alic* it -Scott.
mediately.
Ellsworth. Me., Nov. 11,
that
hereby give* notice
•he has been duly appointed execatr
of the last will and testament of
MARTHA J. COOUDGE. late of HANCOCK,

1919._

_____

THE-subscriber

n?1.boD»iJ

in the county of Hancock, deceased.
being required by the terms of said
^
persons having demands against tb®
the **
•aid deceased are desired to
for settlement, and all Indented thereto
requested to make payment immediatelyLizzia P. Uz**"*11*'
Hancock. Nov. 11,1911.

present

XtAmtscmtiiu.

Men and Women

WANTED
*?WS ‘°nt?iD»

is every New rlnglaad city and
«*““
tribute valuable premium., with
0,
and original” Roger, .liverwort.
or
genteel employment. You may
nwork.
time
to
tbl.
•**“
entire
your
bu.iuMA legitimate
meat plan.”
write at»
tlon. Reference, exekanged.

p'“,

P'“P^t

V. C. a ALB *

CO.. Wholesale Dtetrlbuior..

Wlntkrop 8q., Boeton. Mae..

aonrn b

9

nun

BROOKLIN REUNION.
Old Home Friends Meet In Boston
In Increasing Numbers.

Committee Makes First Announcement of Plans.
The food fair committee of the Ellsworth Merchants’ association, after a
meet to-day, made the first announcement of plans for the Ellsworth food fair
of 1913—Jan. 27 to Feb. 1.
hpaces have been taken by out-of-town
exhibitors much more readily than in previous years, due largely to the success of

[Contributed. |
The Brooklin club assembled Saturday
evening, Nov. 9, at Odd Fellows ball, in
the Intercolonial building, Boston, to
celebrate its fourth anniversary. The
principal features of the event were an
informal reception which was brightened
by the continuous strains of Harwood’s
orchestra, of Allston, dancing ana refresh-

previous

ball, the first cordially to
meet us were the president of the club,
G. W. Herrick, and the secretary, A. E.
Stanley. Badges were presented by the
executive committee. These bore excellent pictures of the Baptist church and
Bay View hall.
Once within all of greater Boston environments vanished, and each seemed to
feel suddenly whirled up Maine's coast to
Brooklin into Bay View hall, looking
again in the familiar faces of a few friends
of our fathers’and mothers’time, to find
them a little older grown; then into those
who were high school classmates and
others from the “red school house by the
side of the road” of the outlying districts
who had later entered academies, seminaries, thence into colleges, while others
had successfully enjoyed domestic and
business careers.
Many were recalled who were unavoidably absent and others whose faces will

Baking

Powder

more be seen at our gatherings, but
whose names shall stand forever upon
roll of honor. It was a study to recall those not seen since we were girls and
hoys, but once the hands were claspeo in
friendly greeting, countless events were
no

joyously recalled.

Prominent among the many were Mrs.
Lizzie
Watson, Mrs. Joanna Dority,
Fred Allen and wife, and many, many

others whom the list below wiil reveal.
Owen Flye was one from Brooklin who
came to attend this reunion.
Rev. Emery
Bradford one whom all were glad to meet
as schoolmate, teacher and friend.
For
the present ho is prominently affiliated
with the Clapp Memorial in East Weymouth, Mass.
no
younger sex, danced community,
and before the evening’s close many wiser
and older heads were noticed whirling in
gliding waltz and gay cotillion.
“Watch us Grow,” might truthfully be
the heading of future announcements, for,
four years ago, the first meeting of this
ciub was held at the home of the first
president, Lee H. Powers, with but fifteen
present. The appended list will teil the
story of the necessity ol a public hail.
Everyone who has ever inhaled a bit of
Brooklin air should enjoy the reunions,
and take the time to recall our ancestry
that made *he old town famous,enjoy each
other in social converse and become acquainted with the coming men and
women who
boast of being descendants of Brooklin natives.
Refreshments were served during the
evening and just before departure for midnight trains, a dainty lunch was served.
The annual meeting will be held the first
week in January.
Much credit is due the officers and
executive committee in selecting such a
place of entertainment, where spacious

w

COUNTY NEWS.
BROOK UN.
Mr*. E. E. Lurvey is quite ill.
Owen L. Flye came home from Boston
Saturday.
8. E. McFarland and Clifton Stanhome from Boston Saturday.

Mrs.

ley

came

Harold and

I-ee

Powers returned from

Auburodsle, Mass., Wednesday.
Gleason Allen, of Boston, is visiting

bis

Christmas

a

Mrs. Emma Holden went to Beverly,
Miss., Monday to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Hazel Auger, who is ill.
Lee 11. Powers cottage caught tire Wednesday from an overheated fireplace.
The fire was discovered before it had made
much

beadway.
The remains of Mrs. Eliza Staples were
brought here Wednesday from Deer Isle,

moving from
here about fifteen years *go. Mrs. K. B.
HU pics and daughter, of Deer Isle, and
Bernice Gray and brothers, of Brooksville, accompanied the remains here.
where she had lived since

Nov. 18.

Uses Ffmme.

at

last

his

Holsie

Pierce

Lewiaton,
w

and wife

where

they

have

inter.

*

the winter.

She

was

accompanied

by Miss Grace Stebbins, of Springfield,
Mass., who has been her guest.
Fbilena, wife of Samuel West, after a
long illness of consumption, died Monday,
Nov. 11. She w as a daughter of Amos and
been

a

Mary Hodgkins.

faithful

She had

worker in her home.

She

a

—

services

were

Wednesday afternoon,
ficiating.

the home

held at
Rev.

_

WEST THE MONT.
The K. F. dance has been

postponed

un-

Thanksgiving.

Herbert Reed and Alvin Walls have been
to Ellsworth and had a new- engine put in
Reed’s boat.

Capt.

Mrs. Mahoney, with son Max, went tc
Ellsworth last week to meet her husband’*
father, who will visit them for a while.

set

up.

They

are now

a

new

ready

en-

for scal-

loping In their new boat, which has electric lights and all the modern equipments
Thelma.

Nov. 18.

bis
to

W. A. Walker and wife last week went
Lewiston, where their son Edmund it
in-

in the hospital, suffering-from
in
juries received when an automobile
employment which he was riding was struck by a train

have

gone to

Mrs. Charles West was called home from
Portland by tbe death of her mother-inlaw. Mrs. Samuel Weet.
'Luther Gilpatrick and wife left Thursday
Boston, where they will visit for a

for

still

When the bandages were
six weeks ago.
removed from his broken leg it was founc
The bonei
the bones had not joined.
have been reset, and Edmund’s stay ir
the

hospital

will

necessarily

be

greatlj

prolonged._

aCDrtti*tmtnt».

officers

President,

are:

G. W.

Herrick; secretary, A. E. Stanley; treasurer, J. D. Allen; executive committee,
James S. Dean, Mrs. G. W. Herrick, Mrs.

N.

Nov. 18.

til

bined.
The

W. H. Rice of-

J. D. Allen, Mrs. Lee H. Powers.
Those present were: Rev Emery Bradford, East Weymouth: George Winslow
and wife, Fitchburg; E D Mayo and wife,
Miss Thelma Mayo,
J Stillman Mayo,
Bfverly; George W Herrick and wife,
Somerville; James S Dean and wife, Roxbury; Mrs Addie Wood, Brookline; ME
Freethy and wife, Dorchester; Clifton
Stanley, Brooklin; Archie Kane, Beverly:
Leslie Friend and wife, Victor Friend ana
wife, Melrose; Rodolph Babson and wife.
Miss Angie Babson, Roxbury; Harold
Griudle and wife, Melrose; Mrs E 8
Mitchell, Concord, N H; Mrs H A WatMrs Joanna Dority, Mrs
son. Everett;
Charles Richardson, East Boston; H W
Blake and wife, Everett.
Mrs. Hazel Ouger, Somerville; Miss
Mrs
Lettie B
Flye, William Giles,
! Georgia Foley, Boston; George Dodge and
Charles
We9t
Miss
Martha
Stanley,
wife,
and wife, Mrs. Ann E Stanley, Roxbury;
Miss Mina Stuart, Miss Laura Stuart,
Providence, R I; Fred Allen and wife,
Charlestown; Walter Watson, Frank Watson and wife, Melrose; Miss Dorothy Tibbetts, Roxbury; Miss J Pratt, Miss F E
Nutter, Melrose; A E Stanley, Everett;
Miss Lillie Green, Arlington; Miss Myrtle
York, Miss Alice Brackett, Mr and Mra
Brandt, Attleboro; Willis Earle, Lynn; IrMrs Mabel Powers,
win Stanley,
Dorchester; Mrs S E McFarland, BrookE
Miss
Stanley, Everett;
Marjorie
liu;
Lillian
Misses Bertha and
Mugford,

|

Roxbury;

Somerville.
H Mov/re, Miss Georgia Winslow, Newton; Charles Flye and wife, Miss Nellie
Flye, Dorchester; Milton Tibbetts, Washington, D C; Charles Judge, Concord;
Jason Kane and wife, Roxbury; Archie
Kane and wife, Beverly; Mrs. Carrie
Penuey Adams, Haverhill: Fred Watson,
Boston; Louie Herrick, Miss Hazel Herrick, Somerville; Mrs William Wilkins,
Dorchester; Freeman Stuart, Miss Georgia
Allen, Brookline; Miss Gladys Bridges,
Harry Bridges,
Arlington;
Brooklin;
Thomas
Leary,
Boston; Mrs Carrie
Herrick Harrington, Revere; Elmer Tapley, Alfred Tapley, Brooklin; Otis Wells,
Miss Susie Wells, Roxbury: Mrs Eugene
Holden, Somerville; Miss Clarie Freethy
Providence, R 1.

Autos for 1913
to be

handled by

the

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street, Elleworth, Me.

in

Mrs.

Harbor,

Portland,

is home.

Edith Manchester, of Northeast
has been visiting relatives here.

The schools closed Friday, after a successful terra. They will open again Dec
2, with the same teachers.
Alice Haskell, who was operated on foi
hospita
appendicitis in the Maine
at Portland, is gaining
Badie.
Nov. 17.

general
rapidly.

_

•

—---

ASHVILLE.

THE BUIOK—Five Models

|
!

Arthur Johnson and wife have moved t<

THE OOLE—Three Models
THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S
Trucks from 1000 lbs. to 5

tons

Models of the Above Cars will be in Stock

for the winter.
The next meeting of the Wednesday
be
at the home of Mrs. Moset
club will
Tunk

pond

Bartlett.
Albee and Miss Edna Bunke:
married at West Gouldsboro Buuday
Their friends extend congratulations.
Mrs. Lydia Bmith has closed her hous<
for the winter, and gone to Augusta to liv<
with her daughter, Mrs. George Patten, Jr

Emery

were

Nov. 18.

be of

Governor-elect Haines'has been invited
to

here with his staff and

come

open the

|

fair.

!

A special program of entertainment during the week will be presented. Monaghan’s orchestra of ten pieces will famish
music for the fair and tne evening dances.
Max G. Cimbollek, of Bangor, will be tirst
violinist and soloist.

1

Altogether

the outlook is for

MARINE

bigger,

a

better and brighter food fair than

ever.

JJHT.

Hancock County Ports.
West 8ullivan-Sld Nov 18, sch Thomas H

Lawrence, N Y

Southwest Harbor—Ar Nov 11, sch Rhoda
Holmes, Walton, N 8, for New York, lumber
Ar Nov 12. sch Lottie Beard with coal for J T
R Freeman
Ar Nov 14. HchaJost (Br), Port Greville, N 8,
for New York, cargo piling; Margaret, lumber laden, bound west
Ar Nov IS, sch Myrtle E (Br) bound east
Ar Nov 17, sch Lawrence Murdock
81d Nov 12, sch U W B (Br) bound for St
John. N B; U 8 lighthouse tender Hibiscus
8ld Nov 13. sch Rhoda Holmes for New York
Sid Nov IB, schs Jost (Br) for New York;
Mildred May with
Margaret, bound west;
cargo dry fish, bound west
81d Nov 17, sch Lottie Beard for Bangor in
tow of tug
At Hall Quarry—Sch William Booth, loading stone
Bass Harbor—Ar Nov 12, schs Luella (Br),
Spartell, Charles C Lister and two others, all
lumber laden, bound west and sailed the 13th

8. 8.
Tou

are

HARTMAN, M. D.

constipated. Tou have taken

Tou
laxatives a great many years.
have tried to select a diet that would
keep your bowels regular. In this you
have failed and were obliged to go
back to your laxatives again.
This, I
say, has been going on many years.
Tou also have a slight catarrh In the
head and throat.
Tou never Imagined
that the catarrh had anything to do
with the constipation.
Suppose I were
to tell you that as long as you have
that catarrh you will never get better
Would you beof your constipation.

lieved many thousand people, yes hundreds of thousands of people, of chronics
catarrh.
Constipation was my chief difficulty
I often felt
in treating these cases.
that it would be better if a laxative
element were added to Peruna. I feared
to do so, however, first because of
the number of catarrhal patients who
needed no laxative, and second I was
afraid of making such a radical change
in a remedy that was already doing
Thus It was that I continued
so well.
to prescribe with the Peruna a bottle
of Manalln to those who needed a laxative.
At last, under circumstances
explained in my booklet, I was constrained to add the laxative element to
This constitutes what Is now
Peruna.
known as the revised Peruna.
Now those wh'o take Peruna will,
first, find themselves promptly relieved
of
their constipation.
Second, the
catarrh will gradually disappear. And
once the catarrh Is cured the constiThen if
pation leaves permanently.
my
you follow the advice given in
book, you will never have to take pills
Cathartics and laxatives
any more.
You will be permayou can Ignore.
nently relieved of both your catarrh
and the constipation. PERUNA IS
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG STORES.
SPECIAL NOTICE—Many persona
are
making inquiries for the oldtime Peruna,
To such would say,
this formula is now put out under the
name
of KA-TAR-NO, manufactured
by KA-TAR-NO Company. Columbus,
Ohio.
Write them and they will_ba
pleased to send you a free booklet, j

“Pre-eminence in Benefits to Policyholders”
The Watchword.

BORN.
BANCOGE—At 8tonington, Nov 11, to Mr and
Mrs George Bancoge, a daughter. [Georgi-

Mary.]

anna

MARSHALL—At Deer Isle, Nov 12, to Mr and
Mrs Francis T Marshall a daughter.
WEED—At Deer Isle, Oct 30, to Mr and Mrs
Willis N Weed, a son.
WOODCOCK—At Stonington, Nov 11, to Mr
and Mrs William F Woodcock, a daughter.

[Marjorie Folsom.1

MARRIED.
At West Gouldsboro*
ALBEE
BUNKER
Nov 17, by Rev G Mavo, Miss Edna Eliza
Bunker, of West Gouldsboro, to Emery G
Albee, of Ashville.
HARPER-MURCH— At Bangor, Nov 15, by
Rev C A Moore, Miss May Lucy Harper,
to James Everett Murch, both of (Jastine.
At Brooksvilie, Nov
MOREY—BAKEMAN
17. by I J Cousins, esq. Ella J Morey to Leon
J Bakeman, both of <'astine.
RICH-GOTT—At Gott’s Island, Nov 6, by M
V Babbidge, esq, Miss Naoma M Rich, of
Long Island PI, to Montelle D Gott, of Tre—

The Mutual Life
Insurance Company, of New York

—

Paid TO

Policyholders

—

Excess of

Payments

HARTFORD —At Orland, Nov 18, Seth N
Hartford, aged 64 years, 4 months, 18 days.
MTNTOSH—At Ellsworth. Nov 14, James McIntosh, aged 42 years, 4 months, 23 days.
NYE—Al Auburndale, Mass, Nov 9, Mrs Sarah
Powers Nye, aged 79 years. [Worcester,
Mass, papers please copy.J
STAPLES—At I)eer Isle. Nov 12, Mrs Eliza G
Staples, aged 76 years, 1 month, 9 days.

atiarrtiannnitB.

$1,771,542.03

Receipts,

over

$13,631,857.73
§15,146,685.72
IS YOUR FAMILY PROTECTED?

Create a sinking fund for yourself and family for a time
Protect your family from
in life when you may need it.
If
of
chance
you would like to know, withpauperism.
any
out committing yourself, fill out these blank spaces and mail
to Fred L. Kent, special agent, Ellsworth, Me.
My

full name is

Occupation

Sarsaparilla
catarrh and

Cures all humors,
rheumatism, relieves that tired

Address

..-.

.-..

/
Town. State-.—

day

1 was born on the

nervousness,

Get it today ii usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs-

1

Get on the Safe'Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

Hoops SS" $2.70

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi.

U/.._n.v.

ately.

wrappers

Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

“Car* You Beat It?”

UnderweaFlaSIg C. W. & F. L. MASON,
H. P. Carter,
Ellsworth

Main St.,

of

appetite,

the

builds up the whole system.

/9C.

$57,353,726.13
55,582,183.20

APPORTIONED FOR DIVIDENDS IN 1912:

DIED.

Am closing out reguur *16o pore*.,

1011,

PAID DIVIDENDS IN 1911:

mont.

feeling, restores
cures paleness,

in

Received PROM Policyholders in 1011,

THE—

Property

owners will be

Fire

Insurance, Real Estate.

protected from fire by placingjtheir

Insurance

with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

CLARION.

SUNSET.
Edward Small has been employed at
West Btonington.
Mrs. Amos Small, who has been ill, is
slowly improving.
Mrs. Thomas Powers has been visiting
friends in Massachusetts.
Miss Annie Coolen, who has been em-

ployed

will

year

of all nations.

reception hall, beautifully arranged parlor
and well-appointed kitchen were com-

—

Funeral

CASTINE.
with

proudly

always

devoted wife and mother, a kind
and obliging neighbor, and Bbe will be
greatly missed. She is survived by a husband, one daughter-Mrs. Chester BoynForrest and Walter; an
ton; two sons
aged father, all of this town, and one sister
Mrs. Gerry Garland, of Ellsworth
was

guest

a

brother, A. R. Devereux

last week.

for the

was

Deverenx, of Castine,

Mark

son, visited

spend

Thursday.

Boston

gine
East

from

Wednesday.

Elmer Smith, of Pittsfield,
Harry Hodgkins’ Monday.

to

Mrs. Elizabeth Moody, who has spent
the summer at her cottage, returned to

ha-e been to Ellsworth to have

A.

Carry

Wia.,

Milwaukee,

going to

Capt. Otis Ingalls and Ashbury Lopaus

East lamoine.
R. Deveraux U quite ill.
Leslie De*Isles was home

weeks before

the late

mother, Mrs. Naomi Alien.
Lkpt. R. C. Stewart is home from Jonesport for a few weeks.
Tbe library circle will hold
sale December 11.

I

w

Heve me? well, whether you wouia 3®lieve me or not it la the truth.
For many years I have been wrestling with the problem of furnishing
the public an internal catarrh remedy*
Peruna has been the remedy that I
have devised and it has certainly re-

Japanese lanterns and parasols, and flags

the

our

Constipation and Catarrh

fairs.

The decorations this

ments.

Entering

ttMctMWMM*.

FAIR.

FOOD

Phoebe.

Whether it’s a range or a fur

“Clarion”, it it
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

J. P.

ELDR1DGE,

Main Street,

IRA

Ellsworth

bTKaGAN,

Jr.,

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
CwrwMftro Snllcttrt.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

Fur
Large

new

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

a

P. 0 Box 7

coats
line just received a'

DAVID FRIEND’S
* All kinds of
Repairing promptly done

PLUMBING.
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention
or mail orders

to all d***s.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6—0.

Dr.H.W.0SQ00D
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day
FRIDAY
:

Bangor Office: 12 Grove St.

BOOST Ellsworth Food Fair, Jan. 27-Feb.i,M3

COUNTY NEWS.

A chicken supper was
spent.
The hostess was assisted by Mrs.
Nidi Murphy and Mrs. Gladys Cousins.
Log

FRANKLIN.
Miss

Theresa

Lewrie visited

brook last week.
Miss Hazel Clark

home from Alton,

is

where she has been

96.40.
Nov. 18.

teaching.

F. L. Swan left Friday for Lawrence,
Mass to visit his son Burleigh.
Misses

Dyer

Geneva

Clifton bracy, of Brooklin,

Bragaon and Frances

church

Latest

from

news

Henry French,

of

a

at

exercises

The

former townsman,

so

extensive

days.
Chauncey Joy, of Northeast Harbor, has

j

for

land

Over returned from Portmuch improved from her

Wednesday

treatment.

Ray and I.

L. S.

Delia Bunker and little daughter
visiting in Eatlbrook.

S.

Ray,

of

Jonesport.

re-

hunting trip with four

deer.

East Corinth.

in

C.

Nov. 18.

Spec.

A. L. Strout is

employed

at

GOULDS BORO.

Joy’s

Mrs. Kate Peters, of Prospect Harbor, is
nsiting ber sister, Mrs. Edith Hovey.

market

Davis, who has been in the
Bangor hospital for an operation for appendicitis, is home.
Mrs. Maud

George Maekay,
few months ago, is preparing to rebuild.
Burton Rolfe left Friday for Greenville,
to visit his sister, Mrs. Horace Newingwhose house

burned

a

Dyer

Alvah

visited his

Malden, Mass., resister-in-law, Mrs. J. E.
of

W.
to

Drew and wife are spending
Mr. Drew’s
two weeks in
Houlton.
mother accompanied them, and expects to
Rev. E. S.

have

steam

have started in the

stable

was

mill

tire

engine

is

—

three

burned

supposed
The

room.

Nov. 18.

Jen.

WORLD'S
GREATEST

WALTHAM.
Bert

rreeman

Jordan shot

Mias Grace

recently.
teaching in East-

a moose

Jordan is

brook.

j

Milton Haslem with
the woods

given Tuesday evening by
honor of the
Wilson
victory. More than 100 couple participated in the dancing, and nearly as many
more spectators were present.
Roberts’
orchestra furnished music. The evening
was thoroughly enjoyed.
Nov. 16.
8.
was

a

crew

Rocky

near

CATARRH

has gone in
to build

pond

Mrs. Charles Jordan is with

her

ter, Mrs. Henry Bralev, while

daugbMr. Jordan

Jordan and wife attended the fu-

neral of
Horace

Mrs.

Jordan’s

Balsbury,

Nov. 18.

ir

brother-in-law,
Mariaville Monday.
H.

EGYPT.

Hattie Soper, of Orland, is visiting
Mrs. G. O. Treadwell.
Miss

Melvin Wilbur and Harry Harvey
gone to Milo to work in the woods.
Mr.
some

Frank H.

work.

days.
Mrs. Mary

Eben Kingman who was eighty-six
years old Nov. 16, is the possessor of the

visited Mrs.

Nov. 18.

cane.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

called here last Friby the death of her

was

day from Portland
mother-in-law, Mrs. Samuel West.
Homer Wilbur raised a squash this year
that weighed forty-eight pounds, a pumpkin that weighed forty-five pounds and

nearly

as

Mrs. Dellie

|

___

in Portland last week

is

assistant

Bos-

agent

Mrs. Wilbert Rice, of Sutton, spent a
days recently with her daughters,
Mrs. Millard Spurling and Mrs. Seth Rice.
Nov. 18.
Rooney.

at

TRENTON.

Brewer Junction.

Allen

Mrs. Carrie Springer is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Etta Haddocks, in Brewer.

with his

Hopkins, of Bar Harbor,
grandfather, T. T. Leland.

M.

is

Mrs. T. H. Bowden and daughter Addie,
of Bar Harbor, visited her parent*, E. B.
Hodgkins and wife, last week.
The many friends of Mrs. Jane Gordon,
who is living at Bar Harbor this winter,

The many friends here of Mrs. George
Butler are sorry to hear of her Beiioua illness.

DRINK HABIT

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,

^JitfW^ltilr_UJI7»»r»rtT«t.

oen

ouoys

are

empioyeu

in

uaruurs

be

kept

and

that all

profits

above

a

Slice it

smalt

aud rivers where the water la smooth
dividend on the shares shall be divided
Saturday to attend the funeral of ber are sorry to hear tnat she ha* injured her er than lo the roadsteads aud where among the customers of tne store in protheir
sound
la
that
It
uot
Mr.
necessary
brother,
Dyer.
portion to the amount of their purchases
hip by a fall. Mrs. Gordon is ninety-one shall be beard a
great distance
as shown on the sales slips.
Mrs. Adeline McCallnm, of Boston, and years of age.
Stockholders,
not
of
the
whls
The
ordinary
bnoy.
:
Mrs. Angeiia Smith, of Cherryfleld, are
however, are given, not as a dividend on
Nov.
May.
18._
or the bell variety. Is made either
tllng
their stock, but in order to encourage
guests of Mrs. Sadie Gateomb.
of wood or of Iron. Those of Iron are others to
WEST HANCOCK.
Nov. 18.
Anon.
buy shares, twice the amount of
hollow
with
air
tight
compartments
dividend on purchases that non-shareFred Miliiken is on a business trip to
and
are
of
three shapes, called reNORTH SULLIVAN.
holders receive.
doeton.
spectively nan. can and Ice buoys. ; “On, these lines fifty-five stores in
Mrs. Elsie Petrie, who has been very ill,
W. K. Springer returned last week from
la
In
Tbe
nan
almost
conical
buoy
is slightly improved.
Minnesota,
forty-one In Wisconsin,
a trip to Boston.
shape, the can buoy approaches the twelve in the two Dakotas, three in WashMrs. Theo H. Peters left to-day for
School closed Friday.
and
the
Ice
la
form,
cylindrical
buoy
ington, and one in Illinois are doing an
Boston for the winter.
Arthur Graves and family! have moved
very long and narrow, somewhat re
annual business of approximately f7,000,Sympathy is extended to the family of into the old Graves house.
tembllng the spar buoy In form.
000. The
total
capitalization in flOO
Mrs. Jessie Lawrence, whose death ocThe wooden or spar buoys are sticks shares is
Nov. 18.
Sumac.
around |2,000,000, held by apcured Nov. 6 at Sullivan Harbor.
In
from
twelve
to
ranging
length
sixty
proximately 15,000 men and women. And
OAK POINT.
Fred Bowden has bought the Onias
feet and painted according to the uses the
profits divided last year among the
and
moved
Lena
Ladd
Mrs.
and
here.
While
Mrs.
to
which
are
to
be
Georgia
The
Springer place
they
pot
customers of these stores amounted to
all are sorry to lose old neighbors, all Murch, who were ill last week, are better.
lower end Is fitted for a mooring chain. more than
|600,000—a net saving of about
welcome new ones.
Bnoys have many vicissitudes and 8 per cent, on the entire purchases of more
Lloyd Dolliver and sister, Mrs. Beatrice
are
to
exposed
many dangers. Passing that 30,000 families, for
Announcements have been received here Dodge, of Southwest Harbor, visited their
every share of
steamers run down the Iron bnoys and
of Miss Edna Eliza grandparent*, Daniel Grindle and wife,
of the marriage
stock represents at least one family, and
Sunday.
or
them
cut
off
of
rip
open
big pieces
Bunker to Emery George Albee on Nov. 17
the proportion of customers who are not
Nov. 18.
M.
1
spar buoys with their sharp propeller stockholders is
at West Goulds boro. Friends extend oon- j
considerably more than
As the Iron buoys are made
blades.
one-third.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
gratulations.
In
are seldom
M.
compartments, they
Nov. 18.
CLASSES OF GOODS CARRIED.
Miss Sadie Mullan ha* closed her school
sank by soeh collisions, bat their line
at West Hancock, and is home.
“These co-operative stores sell everyof flotation la often so lowered that
WEST TRENTON.
that anybody wauts to buy.
School closed Nov. 8, Mrs. Emogene they have to be
Dry
replaced.—Harper’s thing
Miss Lizzie Ober, who had a partial
goods, of course, form the backbone of
Peaslee, teacher. Perfect in attendance:
Weekly.
shoe* Nov. 4, is improving.
Celia Foss, Martha Marshall, Sumner Mctheir business; groceries come a close
The schooner Lizzie J. Clark, Capt. Or- Kay, Christie L. McKay, Muriel Sabans.
second, and boots and shoes are to be
Didn’t See It
M.
Nov. 18.
cutt, is here with freight for H. 1L Hop] j
“Now," said the lawyer, “please tell found in all of them. Many, if not most,
Mrs.

Tuttle’s Elixir
—

few

business.

Springer

in

ardson have returned from Portland.

NORTH HANCOCK.

John

visiting

Harvey Bulger will leave this week for
Pensacola, Fla., for the winter.
Mrs. Clara Spurling and Mrs Cora Rich-

Are.

was

is

ton.

large.

Nov. 18.

W. H. Grass

Harding

Freeman Sabine went to Bangor

The residence of T. J. Hopkins wsi
Illuminated Monday evening, celebrating
The house was
the democratic victory.
filled with guests, and

an

enjoyable

even*

—

|

—

Advt.

how the altercation began."
“I didn't see any altercation," replied
“1 was too busy watch
the witness
Is’ tbe light"—Chicago Record-Herald.

os

Sickle

;•

a

considerable proportion deal

In

its natural flavor and

The sweetness and fragrance are insured
the compact plug, which is kept fresh by
protecting leaf wrapper.
Economical and

co-operative stores carry lines of
eeady-made clothing for men and boys,

ready-made women's garments. Borne
| carry paints and hardware, although in

Plug keeps

or

time.

of the

and

Plug.

moisture—not easily affected by weather

_____

lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and
weakens the whole system.
constipation
Doan’s Regulcts (26 cento per box) correct the
cure constipation.
the
tone
stomach,
liver,

you use it

A richer, sweeter, cooler smoke than you
get in any other form of tobacco.

j

▲

as

Smoke Sickle

_

kins.

J

AN EMPLOYER SAYS:

|

...

Mrs. Dora West

on

Roberts Silk, of Bar Harbor,
William F. Jordan last week.
M.

Yio ur

—

few

E. C. Alexander.

—

—

Little Willie Goodwin had a birthday
party last Tuesday.
Miss Lelia Clark is in Ellsworth for a

Mrs. Clara Ford has gone to Houlton to
the winter with her daughter, Mrs.

^B
^B
B

be
expert

George Linscott has gone to Carmel to

spend

several others

a

vacation.

have

Huntley, who has been quite ill
weeks, remains about the same.

gold-headed

Jordan, of Bath, is home for

j||

..

_

MARLBORO.

Q
I
b
B
^B
IB
B
B

m

is in the woods.
Arvill

Just'Flour

I

REMEDY

camps.

democrats in

You Want
More than

f^B
^B
^B
^B
^^B
B
f^B
B
lip
B
|B
jB
B
B

__

returned

saved.

time.

Bunker, Hoei Hanson and Frank Turner lefl Saturday on a
Mrs.
hunting trip near Lincoln Centre.
Joy accompanied her husband to Lincoln
Centre, where she will visit relatives.
Joy,

Hatchings’

F.

Thursday evening. The

Upham.

some

wife

bringing with them
Mr. Dyer’s fox farm.

live foxes for

Upham,

Frank

and

from East brook,

ham.

FBML, SICICIY OBJ)

|

H
J

Miss Geneva
closed Friday.
Comtiis, teacher, is spending her vacation

■School

during Hollis Joy’s absence.

A ball

in

house.

Miss Susie E.

are

Hollis

i

Irving Farley has broken ground for his
new

WINTER HARBOR.

remain

visiting

Miss Genevieve F. Cole is

A. L. Banker and brothers, J. H. and J.
are building a sporting camp at Martin’s ridge.

the

G.

Waterville.

B..

cently

shore

new

_

turned from their

Nov. 18.

the

on

PROSPECT HARBOR.

_

Mrs.

at work

men

road.
Nov. 18.

two previous seasons, the yield was very
good for an ‘’off year". The crops harvested include 500 bushels of line turnips.
Nov. 18.
B.

Louisa

of

s crew

as

little

reports

Mrs. Adel bert Grover, who has been visiting here, has gone to Sorrento for a few

Oakland, is favorable

not

to

Bangor Saturday

She
husband.
change in his condition.

will go to California for the winter.

were

at Seal Harbor.

her

see

Miss Charlotte Macomber left last week
join a tourist party to Chicago. She

Green Gables

Alley has been visiting b<r

Cora Walls went to

the

the

into

moving

of nis mother.

daughter Ethel

as-

Maynard Fernaid and Edward Brag Jon
are home from Ellsworth, wberethey have
been cutting Christmas trees.
Fred Brown and family are home from
F. E. Blaisdell’s quarry boarding-house,
where tbey have been several months.
While L. F. Springer s cultivated acres at

re-

working for the

is

circle

ladies’

Arthur Saunders is
home

since his fever turned.

to

wife have

and

Christmas sale.

Mrs. Susan

Thanksgiving
Sunday evening.

over.

Newman is visiting relatives

Benjamin Stanley

Effie Mscomber.

at

of

turned to Massachusetts.

Mrs. Jessie Havey, of West Sullivan,
spent last week with her mother, Mrs.

Methodist Sunday school will

family

in the

case

here.

nell and wife.

sist

Young is

Mrs. Nirs

Mrs. Rena Walls, of Southwest Harbor,
recently visited her parents, Henry Don-

only for cash, for the moat
They
TWENTY THOU8AND FAMILIES part. Being rural store*, they roast take
tbe egg* and butter offered by their cusTHEIR OWN MIDDLEMEN.
tomers, bat they pay for these commodiRestored to Health by Vinol—
the Same Words of Warn•
ties in cash instead of in trade. Borne coLetter to Mothers.
SUCCESSFUL AMERICAN ATTEMPTS AT
take
a customer’#
w||f
stores
operative
mothers often wonder wbi
I
Audens
METHOD*
In All Our Waters.
EMULATING EUROPEAN
aluminum
for
“money”, their children are so psle,
j note in exchange
thin
DESCRIBED IN WORLD’S WORK
at
the
co-operaj good only for purchase*
| nervous and have ao little appetite
; tive store.
This avoids the bookkseping
For the benefit of snch mothers i,
MARINERS.
DAY GUIDES FOR
Co-operation in the Northwest, particuthis vicinity we publish the
ncceasary in s general credit business and
followin,
^
larly in Wisconsin, Minnesota and the
letter.
the customer who must have credi t
give#
of
Dakotas, is putting into the pockets
J.
Edmund
of
crr*h
customer
the
*U the advantages
Miller, New Hares
The Simple Cod# That Governs Ths**
of
the
income
producers a larger share
Conn, says: "My little daughter eve,
lees the interest on bis note.
Valuable Aid* to Navigation—How
from their products than they have ever
since her birth, had been frail
I
below the general market
M
“Cutting
price*
and
Ball
and
ia
tho Whittling Buoy
Buoy received before in this country,
sickly, and was a constant source 01
level is frowned upon in the co-operative
j
Fog Signals Are Operated.
dividing among consumers the profits that store. One pays as much for sugar or worrlment. Several months ago w,
commenced to give her Vinol. i
used to go to the retailer. How this colm
coffee or s pair of shoes at the co-operaAs everybody know*, there are black
mediately noted an Improvement jB
operative scheme, which is a familiar
buoys and red buoys, buoys with bori economic phenomenon in Europe, has tive ■* be would at the individual mer- ; her health and appearance, l
street.
The difference I her three bottles of Vinol. and
lontal black and red stripes, buoys been worked out successfully for the first j chant's across the
from
is in the sale slip which entitles its
the good It has done her f can trail
told
with blaek and white vertical stripes,
time in America is
by Frank
It will do all you claim.”
to bis full share of the profits of
holder
say
and
the
uot to speak of hell buoys
Parker Stock bridge in a recent issue of 1
This child's recovery was due
the business .”
tn
much larger buoys that lie well out at World's Work. Under the title of “The
the combined action of the mediclna'
While there is no practical connection
sea and nre called “mammoth buoys.”
Co-operator’s Big Dollar", Mr. Stockelements
extracted
from
cods' livers.
between the co-operative moveEach of these aids to navigation has. bridge, in the first of a series of studies of ! apparent
—combined with the
ment and the new political ideals of the
blood-making
of course. Its own particular meaning. agricultural conditions in the Northwest, ! North west, Mr. Btock bridge points out and strength-cresting properties
o'
that the two are essentially related.
The place that each occupies Is care says:
tonic Iron, which are contained in
“PROURKHRIVKISM.”
Vinol.
“There is a great distinction between
folly chosen for it and Its arrangement
“The to-called ‘progressive’ movement,
Vinol will build up and strengthen
la governed by a careful system.
dividing profits among stockholders and
as they sec it in Wisconsin, is solely sn
delicate children, old people and the
Buoys are called "day marks.” in dividing them among the people who economic
movement- or, st least, an atweak, run-down and debilitated wj
contradistinction to the "night marks" create them. The first plan ia not cotempt to lay an economic foundation for
the money In every case where
—the lights and beacons.
operation, as they see it in the Northwest. th*’ moral uplift that can only come about return
it
falls.
establishment
of
economic
the
For ths purposes of tbs lighthouse It is exactly the plan on which the Penn- through
P. 8. For pimples and blotches
80 it did not surprise anybody in
try
board the coasts of the United States. sylvania railroad and the Steel trust and | lust ice.
! Wisconsin when the last legislature recogWe guarantee It.
our Saxo Salve.
Including the lakes and navigable standard Oil and all the other corpora- nized the co-operative movement by enGeo. A. Tardier, Druggist,
rivers, are divided into various dis- tions an. organized. The new co-opera- acting a law for the incorporation of cotricts. each district being UDder the tive idea—new for America, that ia-ia to operative association* on the true co-opTllswortli, Me.
erative plan of limiting the amount of
charge of an officer who sees that all distribute the earnings of any business "lock any individual may own, giving
ouoya in his district are projierly cared
among the people whose transactions have i * very shareholder a single vote regardless
for.
made those earnings possible.
And this of the number of his shires, and disbs*:s of purchases
For obvious reasons similar buoy* In works out equally well whether the ob- I tributing profits on the
i made or products sold, in Head of upon
all districts mean the same thing. In ject of the co-operative enterprise is to sell the amount of stock.
j
|
other word*, a buoy of s particular dls- ! the farmer’s produce to the beet possible
“The co-op rwtive movement is spreadcomtlnguislitng color off the coast of Maine advantage, or whether it is to enable ing to the larger acities. A fl00,000
to operate
co-operative store in
carries the same significance that a
farmers and townspeople alike to boy I pany
has been incorporated, and
Minneapolis
buoy of that same color bn* off the their manufactured supplies under con- one with $50,000 capital in At. Paul; and
coast of Florida.
So the mariner who ditions that distribute mil the selling profit st Madison, Wis where the cost of living
is probably higher than anywhere else in
enters the New England port la guided
among the purchasers.”
| the I’nited States, shares in a $25,000 coand directed In precisely the same way
After describing the operation
of the operative grocery are being bought by
as the mariner who enters a southern
co-operative creameries, elevators and university professors, workingmen, state
port, and the same ia true of all other produce warehouses, through which farm- officials and the public generally.
“Awwhoiesale grocery- possibly whole*
parts of the country.
ers are selling the output of their farms i
sale drygood" and shoe store#—to supply
The
government
publishes coast and keeping the middlemen's profits for the co-operative store* on s co-operative
chans showing the colors and posi- themselves, he takes up the newer and basis, as soon as the foundation of these
m
enterprises i« strong enough to support it,
The lighthouse more interesting phase of the
tions of the buoys.
movement, is planned by the Right Relationship B
V’hen
board publishes. In addition, a yearly the establishment of co-operative stores.
league, while the Society of Kquity is
t'
\c
list, distributed gratis for the benefit Under the direction of the Right Rela- helping to organize the farmer* into new
of navigation, in which each one of the tionship league of Minneapolis, 112 such co-operative shipping and selling associathousands of buoys la located aud stores have been opened in the last six tions.”
described.
years.
Scratch!
Itchl
Itch!
Scratch!
Itch!
The passenger standing at the rail of
OB.WTACLES OVERCOME.
Scratch! The more you scratch the worse the
the liner coming In from sea will probitch
vm uiuisc tune «cic iukhkkvs lUHur
at
Try Doan's Ointment. It curea piles
v. :ll u a | Ur.o urc
ably first notice a “mammoth buoy." first, and several
projects that were at- eczema, any skin Itching. All druggists sell
ntvn:r?pl;. Kates: m
These buoys are used only In special
It.— Adrt.
were found to be impracticable. j
value t-*o.
tempted
nutritive
cases—as. for example, to mark the apa .d goes furtht st. I
Occasionally there was a total failure a
proaches to channels over bars or
nulled tv
cause it k
co-operative store that did not esrn
shoals that lie some distance from the
rrr sl*cc,;tl process
enough to pay its running expenses.
coast.
«
from the finest OL.o
mm
Careful analysis of the causes of these failRed and black buoys designate the
Hi
Red Winter Wheat.
ures showed that they were due in most
S
Your grocer will
channel. They lie on either side. The
cases to inefficient management and carefl
have it
red buoys, which have even numbers,
jurt say
BB
leu accounting methods. And out of this
B
*cml me
(U)
must be left on the starboard or right
the
the
and
recognition by
league
baud In passing In from sea. The black grew
the co-operators of the Northwest that
bnoys. always with odd numbers, must even brotherhood will not
work without
be left on the port hand.
the adding machine, or what the adding
When there are two or more chanmachine stands for—exact and correct
nels tbese are distinguished by a differ•lust breathe B>» th*« IIYOMKI for
business methods. So an auditing departence either In the size or In tbe shape
lire minutes and the penetrating antiment was established, and the co-operaof the buoys.
air from the Eucalyptus fo:e»ts
septic
tive stores began sending periodical re- of Australia
will soothe the sore
An Isolated rock, wreck or any obWHITCOMB. HAVMs A CO.
and
to
submitting
frequent audits, Catarrhal membrane and give wonderstruction tbat has a channel on either ports
C- W. OKINDA
since when the percentage of failures has
ful relief.
side of It is shown by a buoy with red
been reduced to a negligible proportion.
such
an
efficient
abIbing
remedy,
and black horizontal stripes.
“With hardly an exception, the co- solutely free from harmful drugs, U.
Buoys showing white and black perA.
I‘archer
is
at
the
makers’
willing
stores
of
the
Northwest bate
pendicular stripes and lying In mld- operative
to guarantee IIYOMKI for
been established as new institutions, request
channel Indicate that they must be not
<
a'anhal Deafness,
Catarrh, Croup,
but have been founded by customers buyan
passed close to avoid danger.
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and lironing up existing business establishments.
! chttis or money hack. The Hole book
As an indication that there is a turn“It seemed to be the natural and proper in eacli i ackag tells how
simple it is
ing point In the channel we see buoys
thing .t first to engage the former proprie- I to gel re* of a l these di-oessing disin th« treating of
i
surmounted by triangles, cages, etc.
horiMii
|
fum can
There are buoys which are also fog tor as manager of the co-operative store. ! ernes, c-n pli-te IIYOMKI outfit, inlocate Same mm
eluding
estra
It did not take long, however, to discover i
is.cket inhaler, H.00;
and diagnose
signals, such as the bell buoy and the j
J
,.Ihrtr *r .:iV:«*a
DO cents at dealers aiijwheie.
Tbe latter Is used off that the old merchant was very aeldom a j bottles,
whistling buoy
Ip-m can make and keep yonr horse* wrd
and sound. If you will read the/'-''
the coast to show dangerous outlying competent merchant. The rule now is to
e-odcrful
we send you and use this
shoals or other obstructions. It Is sur- hire the old owner as manager only in exremedy—
mounted by a locomotive wblstle made ceptional instances.
In the cm— of one of my employee# who
BULKS ESTABLISH ED.
to sound by the rushing through It
some time ego went under treatment el your
of air admitted and compressed by the
hi* appetite for alcoholic liquor
“Uut oi the experience of the 112 coinstitute
been entirely eradicate*!, and hi# general
rising and falling motion of the buoy operative stores now in operation, there ha#
health much improved." From a genuine letter
Itself.
It has been found that tbese have been evolved a set of
Don't risk the value and live* of y or
principles and among the More# we hare, proving absolutely
horses; don't depend on other? Be
buoys are particularly adapted to tur rules which, wherever they have been fol- that the
prepared
get Tattle'* ElUUr today
bnlent waters. Inasmuch as tbe more lowed, have resulted in success. Fundaand keep it on hand, ticnrtt
violent the sea Is tbe louder the sound mental among these rules is the
Ootta. L«a< Fmr. OaUs, Mrs Thr**u
requireOut, MM, him, t *eu*i ^
Baas, luiitil osM. OscU* Jf'*.
given out by the buoy. The whistling ment that no stockholder shall have more
•praias, Bsey OmUs he Mis,
bnoy, a most unpleasant neighbor, may than one vote, regardless of th« number
Swansea, Fushr, set OwtMsp*? J
Never rail* to locate lamen*** and
be beard a at distance of about ten of shares he
can
be
overcome
the
NEAL.
3-DAY
by
holds; that the company
the best leg and body wash ever roaue.
Km.
TREATMENT. No hypodermic# need
miles
Cnder very favorable conditions j shall have the first
WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
iulta absolutely certain. All dealing* confiright to purchase any
'•*
It bas been heard fifteen miles.
"▼•Mrtaary Kxpwtaec*’’ wi.l Ml
dential.
DRUG
HABITS
SVCCEMTIJUT
shares which the owner thereof may wish
and tr*2 every Ul lhai a b»rw r-*X
know
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone
»
The bell buoy consists of the bottom to
tkave. Toe need H if yoe k*ey hots, a
sell; that the directors shall be comWrite for it today, tor
wiU save yoo money.
section of a buoy floating In the water
eiostat a I cent stamp for posts**.
pensated for attending meetings, and forYour dealer sells Tattle** EH Mr.
on
which Is mounted a framework feit their offices for failure to
147 FUsmbI in, fortlud, Mai—,
attend; that
Us’s Condition Powders, TuUie*s H oet'
met* and other Tunis’s Bemedwe. I
bearing a bell which. Instead of the frequent inventories and regular audits nUpkoM 4210.
•end u* hts name and «0r.Tn aami* -, T
deordinary tongue and clapper, shows a shall be required; that the manager sbail Uru;
sis* bottle of Tattle'* Ellatr. DooT
..ai/.Li Specially Treated
lay. Send today.
small cannon ball supported on a plat- not involve the
company in debt for any- with ( real Success.
a«!J' *»"■
form Jnst beneath the bell's mouth.
that all goods
1 thing except merchandise;
This ball rolls to and fro with every shall be sold for cash at
ordinary market
motion of tbe sea.
prices; that a depreciation account shall
sell

■

The scarlet fever
Arthur

dfcorriiKnuntfc

left to special-

J

last week.

Fred Donnell and family are home from
the Bragdon quarry boarding-house.
W. H. Card, jr., and wife are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Charles Clark, in
Bangor.

sre

ing

in town

was

goods

ists.

Spell

SOTTER CREEK.

have returned from Machias.

The

was

roost towns tb##e

GETTING THEIR SHARE.

COLORSOF BUOYS

given at the home
of C. N. Thompson Nov. 12. An enjoyaNet proceeds,
ble evening was passed.
social

A church

East

at

was

served.

P

by

Jj

mUXTY NEWS.
===:S=r

BEUKHIUL.
ober b*“ returned 10 BoeP^ M*y
0. Hinckley has returned from

g_
talon.

the democrats will
rtd»y, Nov. 21,
«l,br,tionof Philadelphia, ia doing
Wilier Meyer,
work at Parker Point.

electriv*1
of Hcwickley, Pa.,
wiM#.». Harbougb,on business.

,i,in town last week

Sort beast Harbor, spent
E Kaiph, of
week with bis parents, Ueorge Kslph
Old wileMcHowell fell and Woke
Upi. Willism
last week. She is doing ss well as

„,i

wr|tg
9a be

eip^ted.
Hinckley

Everett

Mrs.

and

children,

Snowman
been Ti*itinff 8.to ia'0
wife, have returned to Winterport.

.ad

and son Paul, of New
Mrs. E. P. Nevln
a few days here list week,
\ork spent
giter work on Mrs. Nevin’s new

looking

*

cottage-

Wednesday evening, Nov. 27, there will
t*

grand ball in the town hail. Music
Monaghan’s orchestra of five pieces.

,

tie

will open on Nov. 22, at
Tbe dancing class
7J0.
Victor 0. Strobel and wife, of Philadela few days here lact week.
phia, spent
Strobel picked a bunch of
Nov. 15 Mrs.
roeea in full bloom, also a large

mmbler

red rose.
Nov. 18.

**.

MRS. N. F. NYK.
of the older people of Blue bill may
Sarah H. Powers, who waa born

remember
nearly eighty T««rsago and spent her
Mrlv girlhood in that place. Her father,
peter Powers, afterward moved with bis
tsmily to Brookltn, where some of her
relatives still live.
Sarah married Nathaniel F. Nye, who
for many years found bis business with
the Boston custom-house. At the time of
his death, several year* ago, his widow

ibere

ample property, which
she
enjoyed not through selfish indulgence, hot by wise and generous
left

«m

1

w

ith

charity.
Mrs. Nye

an

of quiet tastes
character,

was a woman

snd refinement,

a

lovable

most

and great jiersonal charms. Bbe was a
helpful, devoted member of the Episcopal
church, where her friends gathered in
large numbers to join in the last loving
her memory,
her own words)

service
to

m

use

eightieth
has left

blie “went

away”

Nov. 9,1912, in her

after a short illness. She
large circle of friends in Au-

year,
u

burndale, where her heme bad been for
A beautiful park near
overt generation.
her late home, named Nye park because of
her generous contribution, will be a constant reminder of

worthy

nest

of

one

and best-loved

Auburndale's
women.

Auhurudale, Mass., Nov. 11, 1912.

H.

EABT BLUE HILL.
OBITUARY.

j

News of the death of Edwin Ashworth
wus
'with sadness hereon Wed■

atmertusonnui-

Just

Scores

it»

People

Wailing drvenn'r
If you

Ellsworth

Have.

pay.

troubles

weakened

are

especially

Many peolpe
them.

for

Here’* one case:
Mrs. J. H. McAuliffe, 261 Ohio St., Bangor. Me., say§: J was bothered by dull
pains in the small of my back, headaches
and other
symptoms of kidney trouble.
Reading of Doan’s Kidney Pills, I decided
to try them and
procured a supply. Since
1 have felt

better in every-

way and am free from every symptom of
kidaey trouble. Ido not hesitate to recommend them.”
The above statement was given July 2,

1906,

and

viewed at

pastor.
Nov. 18.

Ason.
—

ORLAND.

locality recommend
4

using them,

w

a

last week.

Sawyer preached in the Methodist
Tuesday evening. All were glad
to welcome him here, he being a former

kidneya.
in this

days

Mr.

often follow.

Kidney Pilla

in town two

church

in tiu»* by curing the kidneys.

Doan's

Party THst Starttsd a
Brids In India.
T was married to India." says a
eons—
dangh- writer In the Contra Costa Gazette,
ter-Grace; one brother George, living "and rented a Utile bouse fourteen
in
Lancashire^ one sister-Mrs. William miles or so from any other habitaHorne, of Ureal Harwood, Eng., and three tion of white men. The morning my
brothers in Maine -John, of
Vinatbaven; wife and I arrived the servants laid
Thomas, of Waldoboro, and Hichard, who breakfast on tbe veranda overlooking
lives here.
the river. At the clatter of tbe plates
Mr. Ashworth was born in
there began to come down from the
Lancashire,
England, forty* four years ago. He came big tree that overshadowed the house
to this place from
England twenty-three ind up the tree that grew In the ravine
years ago with his father, Hichard Ash- behind It, from the bouse roof Itself,
worth, *r., and brothers Thomas and from everywhere, a multitude of solearn monkeys.
Hichard.
He united with the
Baptist
church here about seventeen
"They came up singly and In couples
years ago,
and was also a member of the East Blue- and In families and took tbelr places
hill lodge, A. O. U. W. He married Miss without noise or fuss on tbe veranda
Grace Stuart, of Burry, Nov. 21, 1891, and and sat there like an audience waiting
j
And
they made their home here until about \ for an entertainment to begin.
when the brenkfast was all laid and
three years ago.
the monkeys were aU seated I went In
He was a paving-cutter
by trade, and a
to call my wife.
man respected wherever be went.
‘Breakfast Is ready, and they are
His brother Thomas, with wife and son
George, of Waldoboro, attended tbe fu- all wnitlngP I said.
‘Who are waiting? sbe asked In
neral in Ellsworth; also Mrs. Hichard and
daughter Clara, from here. The funeral dismay. ‘I thought we were going to
be alone, and 1 was just coming oat In
was at the home Nov.
14; interment in
my dressing gown.'
Ellsworth.
'Never mind,’ 1 said.
The people
Nov. 18.
r.
about here are not fashionably dressed.
SOUTHWEST HARBOK.
They wear pretty much the same
Mrs. J. A. Freeman has returned home things all the year round.’
“And to my wife came out. Imagine
after a pleasant visit in Portland and
her astonishment
In tbe middle of
vicinity.
the veranda stood oar breakfast tablet
The Methodist sid society was enterand all the rest of the space, as weU as
tained Friday at the home of Mrs. Rufus
the railings and the steps, waa covered
Trundy.
with an Immense company of monkeys,
The teachers of the Congregational Sun- as
grave at possible and as motionday school sre preparing a Thanksgiving less and allent as If they were stuffed.
concert to be given at the church Sunday
Only tbelr eyes kept blinking and their
morning, Nov. 24.
little round ears kept twitching. My
wife laughed heartily—at which tbe
An enjoyable dance was given at masonic hall Nov. 11. A novelty was an oldmonkey* only looked ell the graver—
time orchestra, when “fiddlers” past the and sat down.
‘’Will they eat anything? ah* asked.
three-score milestone, gave some of the
Try them.' 1 said.
stirring music of their young days.
“So she picked np a biscuit and threw
The pumping station has been rebuilt
Three hunIt among the company.
and is nearly ready to have the necessary
dred monkeys jumped Into tbe air Uke
working gear again in operation. Meanand for an Instant there was a
while the windmill well on Freeman’s one,
riot that defies description. The next
hill has supplied the town with water.
moment every monkey was sitting In
Miss McPheters, who has had charge of
its place as solemn as If It bad never
the grammar school, has been obliged to
moved.
Only their eyes winked and
return to her home in Orono on account of their ears twitched.
ill health. Miss Addle Hodgkins, for
“My wife threw them another biswhom Miss McPheters was substituting,
cuit, and tbe riot broke out again. Then
esme Saturday.
she threw them another and another
Mrs. Bertha Robbins, who is at the home and another.
But at last we had given
of her daughter, Mrs. Will Hanna, is at
away all that we had to give and got
present a shut-in on account of a mishap up to go. The monkeys at once rose
which befell her more than a month ago. and, advancing gravely to the steps,
Both herself and daughter were thrown ; walked dowu them In a solemn profrom the carriage by the sudden starting cession und dispersed for the day’s ocHanna esof the horse, and while Mrs
cupations."
caped with nothing worse than bruises,
A Study In Punctuation.
Mrs. Robbins fractured or badly strained
A celebrated eastern educator comher collar bone. Mr. and Mrs. Robbins
ma
who has spent much time In
will spend the winter here.
studying literature comma tells us that
Spray.
Nov. 18.
the modern writer uses too mnny puncHCRRY.
tuation marks semicolon that he often
and that
Mrs. Lucy Emery is visiting in Bangor. gets them in the wrong place
they are a nuisance comma anyhow
E. N. Osgood has returned from Glouperiod
cester, Mass.
Another shark on literature comma
is
of
Bar
Mrs. Florence Carter,
Harbor,
however comma says that it is ImposBernice
Mrs.
visiting
Phillips.
sible for any person to write without
Capl. 1). McKay has bought the entire using punctuation marks period Being
stock of the late Capt. Harry C. Young.
of a genteel turn comma we do not feel
like coming right out and calling the
Mrs. Mary E. Gray and daughter Lizzie
latter gentleman a quotation marks
have returned to North Burry, where Lizliar comma quotation marks but we
zie is teaching.
have demonstrated comma to the satisMrs. H. C. Young, with her daughter
faction of ourself comma at least comHalite and son Earl, left Monday for
ma that writing can be done without
Franklin, where they will spend an inthe use of any punctuation mark whatdefinite time with Mrs. Young's daughHow do you like it insoever period
ter, Mrs. 8. 8. Scammon.
terrogation point—Brooklyn Eagle.
of
Pemand
E.
L.
Rev.
family,
Sawyer

hen Mra. McAuliffe was interlater date, she said: “I willi

■ngly ontirm all that I said in praise of
^n's Kidney Pills some years ago, and
may contiune to publish ray endorsetneut. This
remedy helps me whenever I
you

use it.”

For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents,
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
•°le agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

NO MORE

DISTRESS
AFTER
EATING
It’s such a simple matter to get rid
stomach distress that its great
Prevalence can only be accounted for
by carelessness.
a few MI-O-NA Stomach Tab, Keep
lets with you all the time and take one
with or after meals. They will surely
prevent fermentation, heaviness, sour-

tie®8 or any stomach distress.
No matter how long or how severely
you have suffered from Indigestion,
Gastritis, Catarrh of the Stomach or
dyspepsia, MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets
I" taken
regularly will eDd your misery
and put your stomach in first class
shape, or money back.
I-arge box for 50 cents at G. A.
I archer’s
and druggists everywhere,
ree trial treatment from
Booth’s,
f
^U-O NA, Buffalo N. Y.

Surprise

home In hllaworth.
Bealdea hia wife, be leavea three
Edwin, Victor and Weeley, and one

were

looking forward to the Thanksgiving ball Wednesday evening, Nov. 27.
1). P. O’Hearn has charge of the affair.
Charles Saunders will move to BucksAll

are

port this week, for the winter. Mrs. Ella
F. Ames will accompany the family for a
few weeks.
The democrats celebrated their victory
by a ball at the town hall Thursday evening. A large crowd attended. Music was
furnished by Dyer’s orchestra, of WinterAll
port. Cake and coffee were served.

enjoyed

pleasant evening.

a

Nov.

18.

Lina

Gray,

D.

_

SEDGWICK.
of

Naakeag, is employed at J

W. Paris’.
Mrs. Alma T. Small left for Boston
Monday for medical treatment.
Guy Colomy, of South Bluehill, spent
the week-end with Foss Candage.
hunting
Julian H. Hooper
last week, bringing home two fine
went

on

a

trip

Jacob

Closson’s

horse,

“Harry P.,”

while in the field for exercise Friday, fell
and broke bis leg. He was shot.

Nov.

8wlnburne Used Profanity Often.
Swinburne would have suffered badly if the thirty shilling swearing tax
He
had been enforced against him.
lived at the British hotel in Cockspur
street and never went anywhere except in hansoms, which, whatever the
distance, he invariably remunerated
When he drove two
with a shilling.
miles beyond the radius there was tho
devil's own row. But in the matter of
imprecation the poet was more than a
match for a cabby, who after five minutes of it would drive off as though he
had been rated by Beelzebub himself.
—London Chronicle.

18._

Florence Morgan is visiting at Mrs. Roy
Allen’s.
Arthur Dority is working for George M.

Fred J. Rich and w ife, w ho arrived this
Mr. Rich
week, are welcomed heartily.
has been

helped by

Thanksgiving

sermon

The
an

line.

M’Kinley l-'ish

&

Freezer Co. is do-

immence business
Two

in

the

fresh fish

car-loads were shipped last
more this week.

week and two

Cora Bragg accompanied Mrs. Sidney Davis to Portland last Wednesday
Mrs.

Mrs.

at the Maine
Nov. 18.

Davis will receive treatment

general hospital.
P. M.
_

and wife have

re-

BUCKSPORT.

water.

a

few

For colds In throat or chest use
All druggists, 25c.

PNEUMATICA.

To all persons interested In either of the ea*
fates hereinafter named.
At a probate conrt held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of November, a. d. 1912.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at “Ellsworth, in said county, on the third day
of December, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

recently.

in Boston

Miss Bernice Ashley is home from Ken-

THE

duskeag, where she has been teaching.
Saturday evening, Nov. 23, a benefit
consisting of

an

entertainment and

Bupper

will be given at Seal Cove hall. The proceeds will be sent to Harry Kelley, formerly of this place, who is in Hebron
sanitarium.
The choir
assisted

by

girls

friends, gave
tier

Friday

mission,

of St. Andrew's

the ladies of the

guild

entertainment and supevening, Nov. 8, and repeated
an

it the next evening. Friday evening, Nov.
15, they had a supper. The girls have
realized a trifle over |25. The money will
be used to
choir.

purchase

vestments for

the

Nov. 18.

N.

actin'iscaaius

You
Often Want
quick relief from biliousness—from
its headaches, its soiir stomach,
hiccoughs, flatulence, unpleasant
breath and the general feeling of
good-for-nothingness it causes.
Thousands—through three gener-

ations and the wide world over-

have found,

you will

as

set cause.

Delia H. Harden, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Almon Harden, the

and

And, that

SCOTT’S EMULSION img
proves the quality of breast milk M executor therein named.
R. Fennelly, late of Eden, in said
Ann
_it supplies the material for bone I
county, deceased. A certain instrument purI and muscle—if scanty or thin, I porting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
I it makes it rich and abundant. R probate thereof. prr*enti
ri
by Churles H.
Wood, the e.\ecuto« ki-eteto ohu,'. <i.
For b Title babies a few drops n
I i.oi.-ork. iD said
Mary Jane Poniro.*, 'andeceased.
A
ins
rument purj of emulsion s i li every feeding » county,
s
ment of
porting to be the last will a I
deceased, together with petition for proproduces marvelous effects— m said
bate thereof, presented by Weston B. Pomroy,
makes new, firm flesh and ruddy R the executor therein nanud.
Sarah E. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
health.
county, deceased. A certain instrument purscorrs emulsion is the
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for procream of the purest cod liver oil
bate thereof, presented by Mabel N. Joy, a
daughter and a beneficiary therein named.
emulsified
into
delicately
tiny
Emetine Rinalda, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purparticles resembling maternal
to be the last will and testament of
porting
milk and each particle is coated
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, and for the appointment of
with glycerine—no alcohol or
Alice H. Scott, administratrix with the will
stimulant—a wholesome, nourishannexed, the executor named in said will having died prior to the death of the testatrix,
food.
ing, strength-making
presented by Harry B. Ober and Lizzie A.
devisees and legatees, named in said
Ober,
Mothers everywhere are enwill.

I
I

IJ

*•

thusiastic about Scott’* Emulsion,
Inaiat

£!eec/iam&
&W4

gotting SCOTT’S.

in powers—you will

find yourself altogether better after
you have used Beecham’s Pills

For

J.

IB-64

Dressing
For Women.
Perfectly Delightful—Full
of Refreshing and Invigorating Qualities that Put

Phebe M. Hooper, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Clarence M.
Hooper or so*i e other suitable person be ap-

administrator of the estate of said
by Clarence M. Hooper,
widower of said deceased.
Austin E. Freethy, late of Brooklin, in Bald
county, deceased. First and final account of
Mark L. Dodge, administrator, filed for settlement.
Samuel P. Cousins, late of Lamoine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account or
Cousins, administratrix, filed for
Marjory
settlement.
mLnoy Ann Pert, a person of unsound mind, of
8edgwick, in said county, account of Austin
H. Dority, guardian, filed for settlement. Also resignation of Austin H. Dority, guardian,
filed.
Doris Eldusta Sherman and Ida Estelle
Sherman, minors, of Castine, in said county,
deceased. Petition filed by George L. Sherman, guardian, for license to sell certain real
estate of said minors, as described in said

Sointed
eceased, presented

Reuben W. Thom, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by A. C.
Hagerthy. administrator, for license to sell

certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Fannie Douglass, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Ralph H.
Condon, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased as described
in said petition.
Edward E. Upham, late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Warren L. Russell, administrator of the esUse PARISIAN Sage and your liair tate of said deceased, that an order be issued
won’t turn gray; won’t look faded or to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
grow thin and scraggley.
said
on the settlement of his
Dandruff will
hair stop thirdadministrator,
account.
the
will become imIra Robertson, late of Sullivan, in said
deceased.
Final account of Will R.
white, and all germ life county,
Havey, administrator, filed for settlement.
will be
William Fennelly, late of Eden, in said
At dealers everywhere, 50 cents. county, deceased. Petition that Elmer J.
Sold
O. A. Parcher, who will re- Morrison or some other suitable person be appointed administrator d. b. n. with the will
fund your money if you are not satis- annexed
of the estate of said deceased, prefied. The girl with the Auburn hair sented by Elmer J. Morrison, a son-in-law off
said
the executrix named in said
deceased,
is on every package of PARISIAN
will being now deceased.
Sage.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

Life, Lustre
and

Beauty

Into Hair.

Quick Relief

You ought to be sure to read the directions
with every box.
Sold •vorywbere, 10c., 25c.

disappear,
falling;
scalp
maculately
promptly destroyed.

Uailtoalis anli Steamboats.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Kffect

Sept. 30, 1012.
BAR HARBOR TO

If.

Finest Hair

give the necessary relief quickly,
safely, gently, naturally. This
harmless family remedy is justly
famous for its power to put the
bowels, liver, kidneys and stomach
in regular active working order.
In every way—in feelings, looks,
actions and

on

Scott V Bowss. Bloomfield,

BANGOR.

by

ISanking.

.f..*!. tio'30 •’’i’ll1 "900

BAR HARBOR ....lv
Sorrento.

To all
persons interested in the estate
hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfth
day of November, a. d. 1912, being an adjourned session of the November a.d. 191?.
term of said court.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published ab
Ellsworth, in said county, tnat they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the third day of
December, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

4 45.

Sullivan.'.

...

Mt Desert

Ferry.Ml 20 t 5 15 t 9 50
5 22
9 58
11 27
Waukeag, SullivnFy

5 25 10 03
Hancock. 11 30
Franklin Road.Jll 40 J 5 33 10 14
Wash’gt’n June. til 00 *11 50 J 5 41 10 45
11 57
5 47 10 52
11 06
ELLSWORTH.
5 52 *10 57
Ellsworth Falls§11 10 12 02
Nicolin. §11 22 *12 15 6 07 ill 10
Green Lake. §11 80 12 24
§17*1119
Phillips Lake. §11 37 *12 31 * 6 25 *11 26
Egery’s Mill.* 6 28
39 6 33 *11 34
Holden. §11 43
6 53 11 53
12 00
12 59
Brewer June.
12 05
1 05
7 00| 11 69
ar.
BANGOR.
PM

PM

A

M

4 50
5 50 *12 50
Portland.ar.
7 55
Boston via Dover ar
9 05
5 15
Boston via Ptsrnth ar
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

j

..

PM

Boston via Dover lv
Boston via Ptsmth lv
Portland.lv.
BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden.

M

A

0

M
4 50
8 30

10 00
AM
A M
1 20.Ml 00
AM
AM
PM
t 6 00 tlO 30 f 8 10
6 07 10 86
3 16
* 6 29 10 66 * 8 35

20 p

m

*

*
*

6 44
6 53
7 06
7 13
7 25
7 83
7 It
7 44

11 10

11 22 *

41
3 48
8 56
4 08
4 14
4 20

11 35
11 42
11 50
*12 00
12 10.
12 13.
12 20.

PM

f

5 15
5 21
5 40

*

now

47
5 57
6 07
6 20

*
*

open.

6 2-5
6 81
8 40
8 49
6 53

WHY

Steamship
Corporation.
Fare Reduced.

Bar Harbor and Bouton $3.50.
Blueliill and Bouton $3.50.
and Bouton $3.

Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor Mondays and Thursdays at 10 00 a m for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boothbav leaves Bluehlll Mondays
and Thursdays at 10 00 a m for South Bluehlll,
Brooklln, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brookavllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued for the season.
RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast or
Camden
Leaves Boston 5pm Monday, Tuesday
Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting,
with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m, Wednesday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
K. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkkick, Agent, Bluehlll.
K. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each: monthly pa»

PAY RENT

when you

can

borrow

«.n

your

cause.

Nahum H. Murch, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Sarah G. Dow, the

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

executrix therein named.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judgeof said Court,
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

HOME.

particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplry, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST
ILcgal lottos.
STATE OF MAINE.
County ok Hancock ss. November 15,1912.
this 15th day of November, a. d.
1912, on execution dated Oct. 21, 1912, issued on a judgment rendered by the supreme
judicial court for the county of Hancock
aforesaid at a term thereof begun and held on
the second Tuesday of October, 1912. to wit,
on the 17th day of October, 1912. in favor of
International Harvester Company of America,
a corporation
organized and exisiting under
the laws of Wisconsin and having general
offices at Chicago, Illinois, against C. A. Ferguson, of Deer Isle, in the County of Hancock
and State of Maine, for one hundred and
fortv-three dollars and thirty-five cents debt
or damage and fourteen
dollars and fortythree cems costs of salt, and will be sold at
auction on the premises in said Deet
sle to the highest bidder on the 23d day ol
December, 1912, at two o'clock in the alternoon, the following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest which the said
C. A. Ferguson has and had in and to the
same on the 22d
day of February, 1912, al
eleven o’clock and fifteen minutes in the forenoon, the time when the same was attached
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain tract or parcel of land situated ir
the town of Deer Isle, butts and bounds a*
follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake by the land of the lat<
Paul Spofford, said stake being twenty-thret
and one-quarter rods from the shore, tht
southwest corner of said land, and from said
stake running south thirty-six and thret
quarters degrees east to the snore to a stake
and thence by the shore easterly to the fenct
between the pasture and field on the lol
which lot is the line formerly occupied by tht
late William Morey, and by said pasture
fence as it r.ow runs to the cranberry meadow
around said meadow westerly, northerly,
easterly, and northwesterly to a spruce tret
on line of land of the above named Spofford
and by said line southwesterly twenty-thret
and one quarter rods to the bounds begun at.
Said lot contains ten acres, more or less.
Also one undivided halt of another lot ol
land adjoining the above conveyed premises
upon the northeast, butts and bounds as follows, beginning at the shore by the beforenamed pasture fence and by same to the cranberry meadow, and thence by the before con
veyed land to the tree above named on the
line of the Spofford lot, and by same northeasterly to land of Ezekiel Marshall and by
said Marshall’s land southeasterly to the
shore, and by the shore westerly to the
bounds begun at, said lot contains thirty
And also the one undi
acres, more or lees.
vided half of the house standing in the field
reserved as occupied by Sylvanus G. Haskell in deed dated Feb. 12, 1873, and recorded in vol. 146, page 603, both of the above
described lots being the same premises conveyed by Sylvanus G. Haskell to Franklin B.
Ferguson in deed last above referred to, and
by said Franklin B. Ferguson to Charles A.
recorded in Hancock
Fergusonof by deed
deeds, vol. 434, page 448.
registry
D. W ELLINGTON TOHBKY
Deputy Sheriff.

TAKEN

Fublic

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Everett J. Bowden, of Brooksville, county of Hancock and State off
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the 15th
day of December a. d. 1909, and recorded at
Hancock county registry of deeds, book 193,
page 138, conveyed to F. H. Billings, of said
Brooksville, a certain parcel of laud situated
In said Brooksville, and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
corner
bounds
between
Manning Perkins and Ernest Babson, thence westerly
by the fence and meadow road, to land of E.
Lymeburner and Mrs. J. Perkins, thence by
land of said Lymeburner and Perkins southerly to stake and stones and stone wall,
thence easterly following tbe stone wall to
land of Ernest Babsbn, thence northeasterly
by said Babson’s land to the first menti- ned
bounds, containing fifty acres more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been brok n; now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
F. H. Billings.
notice for that purpose.
Brooksville, Me. Nov. 5, 1912.

WHEREAS,

A. W. Kino. President.

....

Eastern

THE

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthl)
payments ana interest together

750
700
8 15..
8 4(h..
9 15
110
7 45

for Bangor.

u

merits, 81 per share,

5

morris McDonald.
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Sedgwick

A
is

9 00
P M

fl* 85

earn

Ellsworth Loan anil Building Ass’n

A M

Sundays, until Nov. 24 inclusive, a train will
leave Bangor at 7 a m; Ellsworth8.il a m for
Bar Harbor.
Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p
Ellsworth 5

is wliat your money will
Invested lu shares of the

.t8 00 f855

Egery’s Mill.*10 59
* 6 36 *11 02 J 3
Phillips Lake.

Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

A

_

NORTH LAMOINE.

at

Fire broke out Thursday morning in the
T. M. Nicholson’s
upper story of Capt.
block on Main street. The Are, which had
which
evidently caught around the pipe
soon
projects through the roof, was
quenched, but the quarters of Capt. Nicholson and the stock of the clothing carried
by F. M. Mooney were badly damaged by

wife spent

few

medical treatment in

Portland.

D. Y. McFarland
turned from a visit at Bar Harbor.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. I. N.
the church Sunday morning, with special
Salisbury, jr., Nov. 8.
music, also a concert in the evening.
Y.
Nov. 18.
Albert Pierce and wife have spent a few
Foster Pierce,
son Foster.
their
with
days
ahfacrtistmnuB
wife and children have all been ill of grip.
A18.
Nov.
___.
a

days

m;

Allen * Son.

There will be

Arthur Huraill and

a

COUNTY NEWS.

week.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Mrs. H. 8. Mitchell is spending
weeks in Boston.

tDaily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p m connect with Washington Co Ry.
* Stops on signal to conductor.
j
M’KINLEY.
§Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
are
Friends of Mrs. Hattie Murphy
Passengers are earnestly requested to prosorry to hear of her illness.
[ cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Stevens,
Schooner George E.
Capt. | especially
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
Eaton, loaded with fish for P. W. RichardGeneral Passenger Agent.
son & Son last week.

ing

deer.

Xtgal Notirr*.

BEAL COVE.

COMPANY AT BREAKFAST.

eelf at bia

broke,

neglect kidney backache,

Urinary
A rt

of

Deadly, He made an unancceaafol attempt to end hla life Oct. 21, but wae getting along nicely when left alone on Tueeday evening, Nov. 12, when he shot bim- A

!

j

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
! "1TTHEREAS Freeman Harriman, of Fianklin in the county of Hancock, and
! W
I State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
I91i, and
| the twelfth day of September, a. d. of
deeds,
recorded in the Hancock registry
book 482, page 473, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situated
! in Franklin, in said county of Hancock, as
j fully described in said deed so recorded (.ref! erence being had to said registry for full de! scription of said land), and whereas the coudition of said mortgage has been broken, now
! therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Reuben S. Halbert,
by B. T. Sowle, his attorneyNov. 2, a. d. 1912.
EXECUTORS’ NOTICE.
subscribers
give notice that

hereby
THEthey have been duly
appointed
of the last will and testament of

executors

LOUISA M. URANN, late of SULLIVAN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
William O. Embry.
Justin S. Doyle.
Sullivan, Maine. Nov. 6, 1912.
subscriber hereby
rpHE
X. she has been

gives notice that
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ELLEN A. HODGKINS, late of LAMOINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Addie F. Hodgkins.
Lamoine, Nov. 8, 1912.
subscriber

THEheof has
the

trator

been
estate

hereby

gives notice that

duly appointed adminis-

of

JAMES HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands
having
the
esagainst
sfldd deceased are
tate of
desired
to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payIt J. McGarriglr.
ment immediately.
Calais, Me., Nov. 8, 1912.
in

tthrtlnwnt*.

SftbrrttennrntB.

I

THE BIGGEST
—

CUT PRICE SALE
FURNISHINGS, SHOES, etc.,

of CLOTHING,

—

held in /Maine

ever

Beginning

SATURDAY. NOV. 23,1912
and

Two Weeks.

Lasting

Our Stock Comprises the Celebrated Adlers Collegian Clothes, Johnson and
Brand Pants, Lamson & Hubbard Hats and Caps, Crossett Shoes, etc.

From 34 to 44,

formerly $0

to

$23, now
83.50 to 816.00

Age

7

17 years,

lo

Men's

Suits

Boys’

Men’s Overcoats

formerly $3.50

$7.00.

to

now

82.00 to 84.50

Pants

Boys’ and Young
Men’s Overcoats
Formerly $3.50

to

$10.00,

now

pants $3.50,

I

“

“

all

$23,

to

Boys’ fleece,

_

Formerly $3.50,

now

£U.OO
£2.50
8, mostly patent leather, £2.00

One lot sizes 6 1-2 to

formerly $4,

HATS.

Lamsou4 i
Hubbard;

Lamson &
.38
.29
.75

...

81.15
.19

J

Hubbard

$3 hat going
for

$2.00

this sale all of
will be sold for

Youths’
to

50-cent

working

...

shirts

quality going

30 aild 50 cts

for

$1.50
Soft hats,
.65 up
One lot stiff

Shirts

.50 and .75

going for

39 Cts

Jersey Working

Suits
Formerly $G

our

Best in America

Bedford hat

Working Shirts

During

now

...

now

83.50 to 816.00

$13,

5 9.cts to 81.00
19 cts

going at

$1.00,
$1.50,
.25,

“

.10, .US

...

$2.|now

to

.50,
.50

wool,

now

The famous Crossett shoes,

Underwear.
“

Formerly $7

$1

One lot, sizes 14, 14 1-2, 15,

“

.US
.10, .US
.00, .10, .US

now

now

SHOES
75 Ct8 each

Men’s wool fleece

now

82.50

Wachusett shirts, formerly

Suits.

.10
.<$0
.40

now

now

82.00,82.49

now

Hathaway 6hirts,

Men’s

.50,

Hosiery, .15, .25, .50,
Suspenders now

$3.60,

Shirts

81.50 to 85.00

now

“

Neckties, .25 and .50,

One lot all-wool pants, sizes 38-44 formerly
Johnson

Furnishings

Collars formerly
.15.
Men’s gloves formerly $1.00,
“
“
.75.
“

Stag

hats,

Leaders for Fall and Winter

$1.60

FOR SALE BY

\

"

now

83.50 to 88.00

Blue Flannel Shirts
Formerly $1.25

Remember!

to

$2.50.

No

this sale will be sold for CASH.
and WILL LAST TWO WEEKS. It will pay you to

Everything during

Reliable
Cor. Main and State Streets, First National Bank

Building,

75 Cts to 81.09

now

SHEEP COATS
Formerly $.<.2o, §*>.50,

$3.75 to $5.00

Postponement!
Our sale positively opens SATURDAY, NOV. 23,
come miles to attend this sale.

Clothing Co.,
--

now

--

......

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

